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Real-Time Optical Intensity Correlation Using
Photorefractive BSO
Zhao Qi Wang 
Abstract
Real-time optical intensity correlation using a photorefractive BSO crystal and a 
liquid crystal television is implemented. The underlying physics basis is considered, 
some specific techniques to improve the operation are proposed, and several optical 
pattern recognition tasks are achieved.
Photorefractive BSO is used as the holographic recording medium in the real-time 
intensity correlator. To improve the dynamic holographic recording, a moving grating 
technique is adopted. The nonlinear effects of moving gratings at large fringe 
modulation are experimentally investigated, and are compared with numerical 
predictions.
Optical bias is adopted to overcome the difficulty of a large drop in the optimum 
fringe velocity with moving gratings. The effects of optical bias on the optimum 
fringe velocity and on the diffraction efficiency are studied.
To overcome the inherent drawback of low discrimination of intensity correlation in 
optical pattern recognition, real-time edge-enhanced intensity correlation is achieved 
by means of nonlinear holographic recording in BSO.
Real-time colour object recognition is achieved by using a commercially available 
and inexpensive colour liquid crystal television in the intensity correlator. Multi-class 
object recognition is achieved with a synthetic discriminant function filter displayed by 
the Epson liquid crystal display in the real-time intensity correlator. The phase and 
intensity modulation properties of the Epson liquid crystal display are studied.
A further research topic which uses the Epson liquid crystal display to realize a 
newly designed spatial filter, the quantized amplitude-compensated matched filter, is 
proposed. The performance merits of the filter are investigated by means of computer 
simulations.
IV
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Preliminary Remarks
This research concentrates on real-time optical intensity (i.e. incoherent) correlation 
techniques using Fresnel transforms. There are three features of this research: 
incoherent illumination, the Fresnel transform, and real-time processing.
1.1.1. Incoherent Systems
During the last three decades coherent optical correlators with Fourier transform 
filters have dominated optical pattern recognition because coherent illumination 
endows an optical signal with complex (phase and amplitude) content so that a higher 
discrimination can be achieved. However, in the real world most objects are either 
self-luminous or illuminated with natural light, and usually coloured. An incoherent 
system is therefore more suitable to real object processing. The incoherent system 
also benefits from the absence of coherent noise, which is almost inevitable in a 
coherent system and severely affects the processing quality, and has relaxed 
requirements on the accuracy of alignment, which is significant in real-time processors. 
Furthermore, the incoherent system can tolerate the use of a spatial light modulator 
which suffers from phase variations such as the liquid crystal television employed in 
this research. In a coherent system, the inhomogeneity of phase variations in the 
liquid crystal television leads to a lack of spatial invariance, and phase conjugate 
techniques have to be adopted. With the incoherent system, on the other hand, the 
inhomogeneity of phase variations in the liquid crystal television has no influence at all. 
For these reasons an incoherent system is more convenient for real-time processing.
1.1.2. The Fresnel Transform
In a coherent system, the Fourier transform possesses unique translation invariance 
and the positioning problem of the input is therefore avoided. Fourier transform is 
also the most powerful means of altering image features. On the other hand, the 
Fresnel transform suffers from translation variance and the input has to be positioned 
accurately. However, in an incoherent system the translation variance of the Fresnel 
transform has no influence at all, and for optical pattern recognition selective alteration
l
of spatial frequencies is normally not necessary. Thus Fourier transform filters 
become less important in an incoherent correlator. From a sampling point of view, the 
Fresnel transform maintains as good an information content as the Fourier transform, 
but it offers flexibility of control over the light distribution, which is beneficial to the 
dynamic range of the holographic recording materials, to the light efficiency, and most 
importantly to the holographic recording with a moving grating developed in this 
research. Therefore we have implemented the Fresnel transform in this study.
1.1.3. Real-Time Processing
The essential merits of an optical processor are its two-dimensional processing 
ability and high processing speed. However, there are two processes which severely 
restrict its actual speed: the transformation of the input signals into optical signals and 
the preparation of the spatial filters. Therefore research on real-time performance is a 
most attractive topic and of special significance. The real-time performance requires 
real-time input and real-time holographic recording devices. As a holographic 
recording material, bismuth silicon oxide (BSO) possesses many attractive properties, 
for example fast response, good optical quality, high spatial frequency response, and 
low writing and erasing energy. As a type of spatial light modulator, the liquid crystal 
television has unique features such as the colour display, low cost, and commercial 
availability. In this research a photorefractive BSO crystal is used to record the 
Fresnel transform filters and liquid crystal televisions are used as real-time input 
devices in the intensity correlator.
1.2. Main Aspects of the Research
This research includes a fundamental investigation of the real-time recording 
material and display device, the techniques developed to improve the correlation 
performance, and specific applications in optical pattern recognition. The following 
are the main aspects:
----- the experimental investigation on moving gratings at large fringe modulations,
which is complementary to those previously reported on moving gratings at small 
fringe modulation, and to those reported on the numerical results of moving gratings at 
large fringe modulation;
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----- the study of the application of optical bias to the moving gratings, which provides
an effective method to overcome the difficulty in the application of moving gratings;
----- the realization of real-time incoherent edge enhancement and its application to
edge-enhanced intensity correlation;
-----  the improvement of holographic recording with BSO by means of moving
gratings and its application to real-time intensity correlation;
-----  the achievement of colour object recognition using a colour liquid crystal
television in an intensity correlator, which could be realized in real-time recording with 
photorefractive crystals at a later stage;
----- the realization of multi-class optical pattern recognition in a real-time intensity
correlator by using a synthetic discriminant function filter implemented with an Epson 
liquid crystal display;
----- a new spatial filter design, the quantized amplitude-compensated matched filter,
its performance merits and potential implementation with an Epson liquid crystal 
display.
1.3. Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 introduces the theory of the linear optical system, by which our topic is 
mathematically treated, the properties of the Fourier and the Fresnel transforms, and 
the essentials of coherent and incoherent optical systems. Especially the Fresnel 
transform and the concept of the intensity impulse response, which are widely used in 
the following chapters, are emphasized.
Chapter 3 covers the associated fundamentals of the photorefractive material BSO: 
the Kukhtarev differential equations, the photo-induced space-charge field, the linear 
electro-optic effect, the refractive index ellipsoid, the Bragg condition, coupled wave 
theory, diffraction from a volume phase grating, and energy transfer between writing 
beams in steady and transient states.
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Chapter 4 deals with the fundamentals of moving gratings at large fringe 
modulation. It includes the theory of a moving grating at small fringe modulation, the 
numerical analysis of a moving grating at large fringe modulation, and the experimental 
results of a moving grating at large fringe modulation: the resonant effect, the
nonlinear dependence of the optimum fringe velocity and the enhancement of the 
diffraction efficiency on the fringe modulation, and the dependence of the optimum 
fringe velocity on the applied electric field and on the total writing beam intensity.
Chapter 5 describes the experiments and the analysis relating to optical bias, 
including the experimental results of the influence of the optical bias on the optimum 
fringe velocity, on the absolute diffraction efficiency and on the enhancement of the 
diffraction efficiency.
Chapter 6 describes the intensity correlator using a Fresnel transform filter, and 
presents the recent developments on real-time intensity correlation, the edge-enhanced 
intensity correlation and the intensity correlation improved by a moving grating.
In chapter 7 the properties and applications of liquid crystal televisions as a type of 
spatial light modulator are presented. These include the optical properties of the 
twisted nematic liquid crystal cell, the synthesis of a multi-wavelength Fresnel 
transform filter, the colour object intensity correlation using a colour liquid crystal 
television, the phase and the amplitude modulation properties of the Epson liquid 
crystal display in various modulation modes, the computation of the intensity synthetic 
discriminant function and its realization using the Epson liquid crystal display, and the 
experimental results of multi-class object recognition.
The last part of chapter 7 considers further research directions: the realization of 
the quantized amplitude-compensated matched filter using the Epson liquid crystal 
display working in its amplitude-mostly modulation mode. This part discusses the 
performance criteria of spatial filters, different spatial filters, the structure and the 
performance merits of the quantized amplitude-compensated matched filter, and a 
possible optical correlation system using the quantized amplitude-compensated 
matched filter.
4
Chapter 2. Optical Linear Systems, and the Fourier and
Fresnel Transforms
2.1. Optical Linear Spatially Invariant Systems
The mathematical analysis throughout this thesis is based on the theory of linear 
systems. This is because (1) it is virtually impossible to make a complete analysis of a 
general system, and a linear system can be treated with normal mathematical analysis 
and an exact solution can be obtained; (2) most optical correlation systems are linear in 
the system variable (amplitude or intensity), and the linear system treatment in our 
optical system results in a quite accurate approximation.
An optical system can be described by the input excitation, system operation, and 
the output response. Suppose the input excitations are f ^ x ^ y j ,  where i =  l, 2, ...
and ( x ^ y j  is the coordinate system of the input plane, the system operator is L, and 
the output responses are g ;(x 2,y 2), where (x 2,y 2) is the coordinate system of the 
output plane. Their relationship can be written as:
gi(x2,y2) = z.[fi(xi-yi)] (2-1)
A specific optical system is the linear optical system2-1_2-3, which satisfies the 
principle of superposition:
« X c ,f .(x., y,)]= X c iSi (x2 .y>) (2.2)
i i
where C; are arbitrary constants. The above equation implies that the output 
response to a complicated input can be found by first decomposing this input into a 
linear combination of elementary functions, finding the response to each elementary 
function, and then taking the same linear combination of these elementary responses. 
Physically, linearity implies that the behaviour of the optical system is independent of 
the magnitude of the input.
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Typical elementary functions are the impulse 8 functions. According to the sifting 
property of the 5 function, any input can be described as:
f(X ,, y ,) =  J J f  ( x 0, y 0)5 (x , -  x 0, y t -  y 0)d x 0d y 0 (2.3)
where (x 0,y 0) is the position of the 8 function in the input plane. The output of the 
linear optical system can be obtained by substituting Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.1) and using 
Eq. (2.2), yielding:
g(x2,y2)=Z,[f(Xi,y,)]
=  J J f (x „ . y0 )£ [5 (x , -  x 0, y , -  y„ )]dx0dy0
(2.4)
where I[S(Xj - x 0, yl - y 0)] =  h (x2, y2; x 0,y 0) is the impulse response of the system. 
Obviously, the impulse response is not only a function of the coordinates of the output 
plane but also a function of the position of the impulse in the input plane. If the 
impulse response can be simplified as:
h (x2,y 2; x 0,y 0) =  h (x2 - x 0, y2 - y „ )  (2.5)
i.e. the displacement of the impulse at the input plane only causes a corresponding 
displacement of the impulse response at the output plane without any changes in the 
functional form, the system is said to be spatially shift invariant Substituting Eq.
(2.5) into Eq. (2.4), we have:
g (x2,y 2) =  J J f ( x , ,y 1)h (x2 - x „  y 2 -y ,)d x ,d y , (2 .6)
which is a two-dimensional convolution operation. Thus the output response for an 
optical linear spatially invariant system can be obtained by first calculating the response 
of the impulse at the origin of the input plane, and then convoluting it with the input 
excitation. Eq. (2.6) has a simple expression:
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g (x2,y 2) =  f (x „ y 1) * h (x „ y !) (2.7)
where * denotes the convolution operation.
It should be remembered that the physical variables in Eq. (2.7) could be either 
complex amplitude or intensity, depending on which variable the optical system is 
linear in. We assign the term impulse response to the variable complex amplitude, and 
the term intensity impulse response to the variable intensity. Obviously, the intensity 
impulse response is the square of the modulus of the impulse response.
2.2. The Fourier Transform and its Properties
The two-dimensional Fourier transform is particularly important in optical 
information processing. It is the basis of spectrum analysis, spatial filtering, and the 
convolution and correlation operations of optical signals. This section considers the 
most useful properties of the Fourier transform, i.e. the translation and correlation 
theorems2-1_2-4.
Suppose an object f (x ,y ) is inserted in the front focal plane of a lens and 
illuminated by coherent light as shown in Fig. 2.1. The complex amplitude at the back 
focal plane of the lens is given by the Fourier transform:
F(p,q) =  F [f(x , y)]
=  J J  f(x , y )exp[-i(px +  qy)]dxdy
(2.8)
with
P =
2 m
F T ’
(2.9)
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A
U
(a ,P )
Fig. 2.1. An optical Fourier transform system.
where F(p ,q) is the Fourier spectrum, F denotes the Fourier transform, (a ,p ) is the 
coordinate system in the back focal plane of the lens, X is the illuminating wavelength, 
f is the focal length of the transform lens, and (p,q) are the spatial frequency 
coordinates. The original object can be obtained from its Fourier spectrum by an 
inverse transform. This can be done by a succeeding transform lens with an inverse 
coordinate system selection in the back focal plane of the lens. The inverse Fourier 
transform is expressed as:
f (x ,y ) =  F  l[F(p ,q)]
=  J J  F( P, q)exp[i( px +  qy )]dpdq
(2. 10)
where F'1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform. The Fourier transform possesses the 
property of translation invariance. Suppose the input object shifts to a position
(x 0,y 0) ,E q . (2 .8) gives:
F [f  (x - x 0, y - y 0)] =  JJ f (x  -  x0, y -  y0 )exp [-i(p x+ qy )]dxdy 
=  exp[-i(px0+ q y 0)]F(p ,q)
(2.11)
i.e. the translation of an object only causes a linear phase shift in the Fourier spectrum 
without a change in position.
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Another useful property of the Fourier transform is the correlation theorem. 
Considers two Fourier transform pairs:
fj (x, y) <-> Fj(p,q), and f2(x ,y ) <-> F2(p,q) (2.12)
The inverse Fourier transform of the function F1(p,q)F2 (p ,q ), where the superscript 
* denotes the complex conjugate, gives the cross correlation of the original objects:
JJ F1(p,q)F2*(p,q)exp[i(px +  qy)]dpdq =  J J (x*, y* )f2*(x’ - x ,y ’ - y )  dx' dy'
=  f1(x ,y )® f 2(x ,y )
(2.13)
where ®  denotes correlation operation. The correlation operation yields a sharply 
peaked intensity distribution, and therefore it can be used for signal detection.
Fig. 2.2 shows the so called 4-f optical system2-5, which can perform two 
dimensional signal correlation. In Fig. 2.2 two transform lenses are arranged in 
succession, and a Fourier transform filter having the form of F2 (p ,q) is inserted at the 
back focal plane of the first transform lens. If a signal fj(x ,y ) is at the front focal 
plane of the first transform lens, the cross correlation of ft(x ,y ) with f2(x ,y )  will be 
formed at the back focal plane of the second transform lens. This correlator possesses 
shift invariance because Fourier transforms are used in the optical system.
output
Fig. 2.2. The 4-f optical system for optical correlation.
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2.3. The Fresnel Transform and its Properties
There are some applications of optical pattern recognition in which the translation 
invariance of the object could be a drawback. For instance, in machine vision correct 
placement of the object can be as important as its identity. In this case a space-variant 
optical correlator is required. This can be done by using Fresnel transforms in the 
optical correlator2-6.
Consider the optical system shown in Fig, 2.3 where the output plane is not at the 
focal plane but a distance d away from the transform lens. For simplicity, we assume 
the input plane is at the front focal plane of the transform lens. The complex light 
distribution at the output plane is given by the Fresnel transform:
Fr(p,q) =  F r[f(x ,y )]
=  j j  J J  f(x , y) exp j^j[(i; -  x )2 + (n  -  y)2]J 
expi-^ -[(a  -  4)2 +  ( P - T!)2]|dxdyd^dT|
exp
—171
~aF
(5 2 + ti2)
=  F [f (x ,y )Z (x ,y ; d ,f)]
f d
(2.14)
Fig. 2.3. An optical Fresnel transform system.
where p and q are as defined in Eq. (2.9) with (a ,p ) as the coordinate system of the 
selected Fresnel transform plane, Fr(p,q) is the Fresnel spectrum, Fr denotes the
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Fresnel transform, (^,r|) is the coordinate system in the lens plane, and z (x ,y ;d ,f )  is 
a quadratic phase function:
Z (x ,y ; d ,f) =  exp | ^ l ~ f ) ( x 2 + y 2) (2.15)
Eq. (2.14) shows that the Fresnel transform of a signal can be regarded as the Fourier 
transform of the signal modified by a quadratic phase factor. The Fresnel transform 
shares the properties of the space and the spatial spectrum. If N samples are sufficient 
to represent an object accurately, N samples are also sufficient to sample the signal at 
any Fresnel transform plane2-7. From this point of view, a Fresnel transform filter 
could perform as well as a Fourier transform filter. However the Fresnel transform
possesses no translation invariance. Suppose the input has a displacement (x 0,y 0) ,  
Eq. (2.14) yields:
We can see that the displacement of the object introduces not only a phase shift
Fresnel spectrum. The larger the deviation of the distance d from the focal length f, 
the bigger the displacement of the Fresnel spectrum.
Using the shift variant property of the Fresnel transform, a space variant optical 
correlator can be set up. Such a correlator, as shown in Fig. 2.4, can detect not only 
the shape, but also the position of an object.
F r [ f ( x - x 0,y - y 0)] =  F [ f ( x - x 0,y - y 0)Z (x ,y ; d ,f)]
(2.16)
exp [-i(p x0+q y 0)], but also a positional shift a -
d') . .
-  j | y 0 in hs
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input filter output
Fig. 2.4. An optical correlator using Fresnel transform filter.
In Fig. 2.4 the Fresnel transform filter given by the complex conjugate of Eq. (2.14) 
is placed at the filter plane where the Fresnel transform of an input signal is formed by 
the first transform lens. If the signal f(x,y) is at the origin of the input plane, the 
complex light distribution just behind the Fresnel plane will be given by:
E (p ,q )=|F r(p ,q )|2 (2 J?)
=  |F [f(x ,y )Z (x ,y ; d ,f)]|2
The second transform lens makes the inverse Fourier transform of E(p,q), yielding the 
complex light distribution at the output plane, according to the correlation theorem of 
the Fourier transform:
g(x ,y ) =  F - 1[E (p ,q)] g)
=  [f (x ,y )Z (x ,y ; d ,f )]® [f (x ,y )Z (x ,y ; d ,f)]
which is the autocorrelation of the signal modified by a quadratic phase angle.
If the signal has a displacement of (x 0 ,y 0), its Fresnel spectrum will have not only a 
phase shift but also a position displacement as shown in Eq. (2.16). The light 
distribution will not overlap with the filter, and the autocorrelation cannot be obtained 
at the output plane. Thus with a Fresnel transform used in an optical correlator, the 
autocorrelation can be achieved only when the shape and the position of the input are 
both matched to the reference object.
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The light distribution of the Fresnel spectrum is relatively uniform over a larger 
area than its Fourier counterpart. This helps to accommodate the dynamic range of 
the holographic recording material and brings about higher light efficiency in the case 
of diffused light illumination. It is also helpful in the case of a moving grating, since 
the relatively uniform light distribution eliminates the nonlinear effect of the optimum 
fringe velocity on the fringe modulation (see chapters 4 and 6).
2.4. Coherent and Incoherent Optical Systems
Consider an optical imaging system which is illuminated by a monochromatic light 
source £  as shown in Fig 2.5. The basic assumption is that for an incremental light 
source d £ , which induces a complex light field u(x1,y 1) at the input plane, the system 
is space invariant and linear in the complex amplitude. This assumption is generally 
valid for small amplitude disturbances over a small region of the input plane. If the 
complex amplitude transmittance in the input plane is f (x ,y ) , the complex amplitude 
distribution at the output plane is determined by the convolution:
g (x2,y 2) =  u(x1,y 1)f (x 1,y 1) * h C x ^ )  (2.19)
(£,*!) (x^yi) (x2,y2)
The output intensity due to d£ is the square of the modulus of g (x2,y 2), and the total 
output intensity produced by the whole light source is then given by:
I(x2,y 2) =  J J J J n x ,  ,yri x ^ y /  )h (x2 - X j ,y 2 -y j )h * (x 2 - x /  ,y 2 - y / ) 
f(Xj, y{ )f * (Xj', yl ' )dxldy1dx1' dyl'
(2.20)
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(2.21)r ( x , , y ,; x,' ,y , ' )  = JJu (X j, y, )u ‘ ( x , \  y /  )d £
where x ^ y ^ )  is the mutual coherence function2*8"2*9 at the input plane
induced by the light source, which obviously depends on the characteristics of the light 
source.
If the incremental light source has intensity I(£,r|), the induced complex 
disturbances u(x1,y 1) and u(xj' can be written, using spherical wave expressions, 
as:
respectively. Substituting Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) into (2.21) and applying the paraxial 
approximation to ^ - r / , we have:
where r is the separation between the light source plane and the input plane. Eq. 
(2.24) indicates that the mutual coherence function is given by the Fourier transform of 
the intensity distribution of the light source.
If I(^,rj) is a 8 function, which corresponds to a spatially coherent source, the 
integration of Eq. (2.24) will yield:
(2.22)
(2.23)
where ^ a n d r /  are the distances from d£ to the points ( x ^ y j  and ( x ^ y / ) ,
r ( x 1,y 1;x 1' ,y 1’) =  K 1 (2.25)
where Kj is a constant. Substituting Eq. (2.25) into Eq. (2.20) we have:
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(2.26)l(x2,y2) =  |JJf(x,,y1)h(x2-xi,y2-yi)dx,dy1
or alternatively:
s ( x 2, y 2) =  J J f ( x , ,y , ) h ( x 2 - x „ y 2 - y j d x j d y ,  (2.27)
i.e. the output complex amplitude is the convolution of the input complex amplitude 
with the impulse response. The system is linear with respect to complex amplitude. 
Eq. (2.27) can be expressed in the spatial frequency domain by a Fourier 
transformation:
G (p,q) =  F(p>q)H(p>q) (2-28)
where G (p ,q), F(p ,q) and H (p,q) are the corresponding Fourier spectra of 
g (x2,y 2), f (x 1,y 1) and h (x1,y 1), respectively.
If I(^,r|) is constant and X is infinitely large, which corresponds to a spatially 
incoherent source, the integration of (2.24) will give a 5 function:
r ( x 1,y 1;x 1,,y 1,) =  K25(x , - x 2 y2 - y2') (2.29)
where K 2 is a constant. Substituting Eq. (2.29) into Eq. (2.20) we have:
i (x 2, y2) = J J | f(x p y, )f|h(x2 - x , , y2 - y, )| dx,dy, (2.30)
where
|h(x2 - x t,y 2 -y,)| =  h ^ y ^ x , , ^ )  (2.31)
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is the intensity impulse response. Eq. (2.30) indicates that, the output intensity is the 
convolution of the input intensity with the intensity impulse response. The system is 
linear with respect to intensity. Again Eq. (2.30) can be expressed in the spatial 
frequency domain:
I(p.q) = Fi(p.q)Hi(p,q) (2.32)
where l(p ,q ), F;(p,q) and H; (p,q) are the corresponding Fourier transforms of 
l(x 2,y 2), |f(xj, yj)|2 and h^XpyJ,respectively.
This thesis deals with intensity correlation. We treat our topic assuming linear 
system theory i.e. the output intensity response of the optical system is calculated by 
first calculating the intensity impulse response and then convoluting it with the input 
intensity excitation.
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Chanter 3. Photorefractive BSO in Holography
The photorefractive crystal bismuth silicon oxide (BSO) has been widely used as a 
dynamic holographic medium in real-time coherent optical correlation.3-1, 3-2, novelty 
filtering^, 3.4 ancj incoherent optical correlation^. its attractive features are the fast 
response, good optical quality over a large surface area, high spatial frequency 
response, and low writing and erasing energy. These make it suitable for real-time 
applications. It is well known that when the writing beams are incident on a 
photorefractive crystal, a volume refractive index grating is established. This is the 
photorefractive effect. The mechanism is as follows: the writing beams produce a 
photo-excited charge-carrier distribution which corresponds to the intensity 
distribution of the interference pattern; the charge-carriers migrate via drift or 
diffusion into dark regions of the crystal, where they are re-trapped; the resultant 
space-charge distribution produces a space-charge field; this field modulates the 
refractive index of the crystal via the linear electro-optic effect and forms the refractive 
index grating. Fig. 3.1 shows the mechanism for the establishment of the refractive 
index modulation.
1 8
Fig. 3.1. The establishment of the refractive index 
modulation in photorefractive crystals.
3.1. Photo-Induced Space-Charge Field and the Refractive Index 
Grating
3.1.1. The Material Equations
The photo-induced space-charge field is the physical quantity responsible for the 
refractive index modulation in photorefractive materials. The differential equations 
proposed by Kukhtarev et al.3-6 are believed to characterize the space-charge field 
accurately:
! ^ = - ( n a - n +d)
ox e
e -----— = —
3t dx
(3.1)
(3.2)
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3N +
atD =sIN D Yr«N£ (3.3)
dn
J =  ep/zE -  kBT|i—  
dx
(3.4)
where E is the total electric field made up of the external applied electric field E 0 and 
the created space-charge field E ^ , e is the electronic charge, NA and N D are the
acceptor and the donor densities, respectively, is the density of ionised donors, 8 
is the permittivity of the material, J is the current density, |x is the free-electron 
mobility, I is the total incident beam intensity, s is the photoionization cross section, 
y R is the recombination rate, n is the free electron distribution, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant, T is temperature, t is time, and d is the differential operator. Eqs. (3.1) to
(3.4) are valid under the conditions: n «  ND, N £ « N d, there is no thermal
generation, the photovoltaic constant is zero, the spatial variation can be regarded as 
only in the x direction and 8 is independent of x.
3.1.2. Solution for the Space-Charge Field
We consider the holographic recording of two interfering plane waves with 
intensities lx andl2. The intensity distribution of the interference pattern will be 
periodic:
I =  I0[l +  mcos(Kx)] (3.5)
where I0 =  + I 2, K =  K =  — , K is the grating vector, A is the fringe spacing, and
1 1 A
m is the fringe modulation defined as:
2(I,I2)V2 where 0 <  m <  1 (3.6)
With this periodic illumination, all physical variables in the differential equations, 
N *, n, J, and E , are expected to vary in the same periodic manner, and they can be
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represented in the form of a complex Fourier series. To a first-order approximation, 
which is valid in the case of small fringe modulation3*7, the variables can be written as:
(3.11)
(3.10)
(3.9)
(3.7)
(3.8)
where cc denotes complex conjugate, N *0, n0,an d J0 are the coefficients of the 
fundamental components of the Fourier series, and N£p i\, J p andE^ are the 
coefficients of the first-order components of the Fourier series.
Substituting Eqs. (3.7)-(3.11) into Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) a set of differential equations for 
the first-order coefficients, which are of interest here, can be obtained. With further 
approximations, the cross products of the two first-order coefficients and the second 
time derivatives can be neglected, and then the differential equations will contain two 
kinds of term, the constant terms and terms with the factor exp(iKx). Compared 
separately, a set of temporal differential equations will be constructed. The temporal 
derivative of the space-charge field takes the form:
m t-E o  +  i E j - E *  l +  | £ - + i | 2-
H-  Cnv  ^ Q 7 (3.12)
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where xM =  —- — is the Maxwell dielectric relaxation parameter, E D =  is the
e(irt0 e
pfsj y TSJ si N
diffusion field, E 0 = — — is the saturation field, E M =  — ——, and n0 = —2——Q eK M UK 7rN a
partial differential equation (3. 12) has the typical solution of:
. The
E„ =
m( - E 0 + i E D) 
E ^: Eo1 + —-LL+ i
'Q J
1 -e x p
'  E n . E 0 ^
V e q E q j 
; E 0
'M l + ^ -  +  i
'M 'm y
(3.13)
Eq. (3.13) predicts an oscillatory behaviour of the modulus of the space-charge 
field, and a transient peak is expected3-8-3.10.
3.1.3. Time-Independent Solution for the Space-Charge Field
We consider the steady-state as t —> . In this case Eq. (3.13) yields the following
solution for the space-charge field:
E_ =
m (-E 0+ i E D)
f E ^ 
Ev
+ i
^ e  ^ 
ve q ;
=  |Esc|exp(iO) (3.14)
which is a complex function, with as the phase angle. The real part of the space- 
charge field presents an in-phase sinusoidal refractive index variation with respect to
7t
the sinusoidal light distribution, while the imaginary part represents a —  phase-shifted 
sinusoidal refractive index variation.
3.1.4. Photo-Induced Refractive Index Modulation
The optical properties of photorefractive materials are described by the refractive 
index ellipsoid. The initial BSO crystal (in the absence of an applied electric field) is
2 2
an optically isotropic crystal, and its refractive index ellipsoid is a sphere and is given 
in the standard crystallographic coordinate system by:
2 2 2x y z t
----- 1-------1----- — 12 2 2nn n0 n,l0 l0
(3.15)
where n0 is the refractive index of the crystal. BSO is a paraelectric electro-optic 
material. By applying an electric field it becomes birefringent The photo-induced 
space-charge field changes the initial refractive index via the linear electro-optic 
(Pockels) effect, and the change in the refractive index ellipsoid is given by3-ll-3.13:
'- V )
^  n  /  i j k
(3.16)
where (i, j, k) —» (x , y, z), n is the refractive index, and rijk are the linear electro-
( 1 A
optic coefficients. The tensor —  is symmetric in the subscripts i and j, therefore it
Vn Jij
has only six independent components. With the convenient notation of ij, xx —> 1, 
yy —> 2, zz —» 3, yz —> 4, zx —> 5 and xy —> 6, Eq. (3.16) can be expressed as:
(3.17)
where i =  1, 2, ... 6 and j =  1, 2, 3. Now Eq. (3.15) is modified as the field-induced 
refractive index ellipsoid, which has the general form:
X 2 4 + a
f  1 ^ 
1
+
■ 7 + a
+  z 2 4 + a
L n o U  J _n o U  ) 2 \ L n o U  J 3 J
+2yzA
m
^n2 J 4
+  2zxA
m
<n2 J5
+  2xyA
( 1
Vn2 )6
=  1
(3.18)
BSO belongs to the crystallographic class 23 point group symmetry, which has 
three equal non-zero linear electro-optic coefficients:
23
f41 = r52 = r63 = 5 Pm/V (3 .19 )
Therefore the components in Eq. (3.17) have the only non-zero values:
( 1 ^
k 2 Vn )4
=  r4i (E sc)x, a ( - U  = r 41( E j  =  r4 i ( E j 2
Vn J5 y I n  A
(3.20)
Substituting Eqs. (3.20) into Eq. (3.18), we will obtain a simplified expression for the 
refractive index ellipsoid.
" 1 " 0 ’ l " ? " 1 "
2 + y 2 +  z 2
L n o J _ n o . L n o J
+  2 r 4i ( E sc ) ,  y z  +  2 r41 ( E „  )y ZX +  2r4i (E sc)zxy =  1 (3.21)
By geometric coordinate transformation the ellipsoid of Eq. (3.21) can be rewritten in 
its principal-axis coordinate system:
X ’ Y'2 y  i2
+~ r +~ r =l
X '
nY ' nZ ’
(3.22)
where ( X ',Y ',Z ')  are the principal-axis based coordinates of the refractive index 
ellipsoid. Obviously, the orientations and the magnitudes of the principal axes depend 
on the direction of the space-charge field with respect to the crystallographic axes.
If the crystal orientation is selected such that the incident beam is on the (^llOj
face, and the grating vector and the applied electric field are along [110 ]
crystallographic direction, the sixth term in Eq. (3.21) will vanish [(E sc)z =  oj. In this
case the principal axes of the refractive index ellipsoid determined by Eq. (3.22) are 
shown in Fig. 3.2. This arrangement presents maximum refractive index modulation, 
and the refractive index modulation along the grating direction is given by3-14’ 3-15:
An =  nfojE^ (3.23)
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Fig. 3.2. The crystal geometry for maximum diffraction 
efficiency. X ', Y ’, Z ’: the principal axes of the 
refractive index ellipsoid.
If the crystal orientation is selected such that the incident beams are on the J^llOJ 
face, and the grating vector and applied electric field are along [001] crystallographic
direction, the fourth and the fifth terms in Eq. (3.21) will vanish [(Eg.)^ =  (E ^)^ =  oj.
In this case the principal axes of the refractive index ellipsoid are shown in Fig. 3.3. 
This arrangement results in the strongest beam-coupling, and the refractive index 
modulation along the grating direction is given by:
A n = - n 0r41E s (3.24)
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Y'(n0-^ n®r4, E^)
Fig. 3.3. The crystal geometry for maximum energy 
transfer. X ’, Y ’, Z ’: are the principal axes 
of the refractive index ellipsoid.
3.2. Diffraction from Volume Refractive Index Gratings
3.2.1. Bragg Diffraction from a Volume Grating
A plane grating can be regarded as a set of periodically spaced transparent slits in 
an opaque screen. When a plane wave encounters these slits, it is scattered into 
different directions. Diffraction maxima occur when the scattered components from 
these slits are in-phase, which allows a constructive addition of these components. 
Fig. 3.4  shows the geometry for diffraction from a plane grating. Suppose the grating 
spacing is A , the refractive index everywhere is n0, the wavelength of the incident 
wave is A,0 in air, and the incident angle and diffracted angle of the plane wave are i30, 
and frL, respectively. The in-phase scattering takes place when the addition of the 
optical path lengths AB and AC is a whole number of wavelengths, which yields:
Sin(fr0) +  Sin(frL) = - ~ f (3.25)
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Fig. 3.4 Diffraction from a plane grating.
where L  is a integer. Eq. (3.25) shows that the incident angle has no specific 
restriction, and for a certain incident angle, a set of diffraction maxima with different 
angles can exist
For a volume grating, Eq. (3.25) must still be valid. In addition, we must consider 
the scattering from all points along the same fringe. Fig. 3.5 shows this in a slanted 
grating with a slant angle $ . The in-phase addition of the scattered components from 
a single fringe occurs when the optical path lengths EF and HG in Fig. 3.5 are equal. 
This yields a condition:
cos(frL -(()) =  cos(fr0 +  $) (3.26)
which additionally restricts the diffraction angles to:
^ L = " ^ o  or frL =  fr0 + 2 (|> (3.27)
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Fig. 3.5 Diffraction from a volume grating.
For the condition of i \  =  - d 0 , the solution to Eq. (3.25) is L  =  0 , and only zero- 
order diffraction is allowed. For the condition of t5l =  i50 +  2(|) Eq. (3.25) yields:
T X
2Sin(i30 +<]>) =  —- 2- (3.28)
n0A
This implies that other diffraction orders can exist at certain specific incident angles, 
namely the "Bragg" angles. With light incident at the Lth Bragg angle, up to two 
waves are permitted. These are the zeroth and Lth diffraction orders. With other 
incident angles, the wave travels through the grating without diffraction. The first 
diffraction order is allowed when light is incident at the first Bragg angle:
2Sin(iJ0 +  ((>) =  - 2 -  (3.29)
n„A
which is the Bragg condition and the incident light is said to be "Bragg-matched" to 
the grating.
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3.2.2. Diffraction Efficiency for a Transmission Grating
Using coupled wave theory, Kogelnik3*1^  has analyzed the diffraction efficiency of 
volume gratings in the Bragg regime. In this thesis a slantless transmission grating 
formed in BSO and readout at the Bragg angle are employed. Therefore we consider 
here the diffraction efficiency of a slantless transmission grating under the Bragg 
condition.
Suppose the refractive index variation of a fixed grating is described by:
n =  n0 + — Jexp (-iK -r) +  cc] (3.30)
where r is the position vector. The incident wave and the diffracted wave ad can 
be described by:
a ; =  R (z)exp(-ip  • r ) (3.31)
ad =  S (z )e x p (-ia -r) (3.32)
where R(z) and S(z) are the complex amplitudes, and p and a  are the wave vectors. 
The coherent sum must satisfy the scalar wave equation:
V2(a i + a d) +  k2(ai +  ad) =  0 (3.33)
where k is the propagation constant related to relative dielectric constant and the 
conductivity of the medium. Substituting Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) into Eq. (3.33) we 
can obtain the coupled wave equations. Under the conditions of Bragg matching and 
assuming a slowly varying approximation for the complex amplitudes, the coupled 
wave equations take the form:
cos
cos
/ x dR a  „  
(l»o)— + T R =  - ^ Sdz 2
(3.34)
( ^ o ) ^ -  +  V S =  ' 1^ Rdz 2
(3.35)
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where a  is the average intensity absorption coefficient, and
7tAn 
X “  ^0
(3.36)
is the coupling constant. The coupled equations (3.34) and (3.35) have the typical
solution:
R(z) =  Rj e x p ^ z )  +  R 2 exp(y2z) (3.37)
S(z) =  Sj exp(y1z) +  S2 exp(y2z) (3.38)
where
y =  +  ^
1,2 2cos(fr0) cos(fr0)
(3.39)
Adopting the following boundary conditions:
R (0) =  R j + R 2 =  1 (3.40)
S(0) =  S , + S 2 = 0 (3.41)
dS(0)
. =  Y i S , + y 2S2 
dz
(3.42)
in Eq. (3.38) we can obtain the diffracted wave at the output of the volume grating:
S(T) =  - i  exp
-cxT
2cos(fr0)
sin
7tAnT
X0cos(l}0)
-iftAnT 
---------7— r exp
- a T
2cos(iJ0)
(3.43)
where T is the thickness of the volume grating. The last expression in Eq. (3.43) is 
valid for small fringe modulations. Considering a volume grating formed in BSO with 
the crystal orientation set for maximum refractive index modulation (Fig. 3.2), the
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com plex  am plitude o f  the diffracted w ave can be obtained by substituting Eq. (3 .2 3 )  
into Eq. (3 .43 ), y ield ing:
S (T ) = -ircnpY^TEsc\„cos(d„) exp
-aT
2 c o s ( f i0) (3 .4 4 )
W e can see  that if  the space-charge field  has no additional phase shift, the diffracted  
7Tw ave w ill be — — phase shifted with respect to the incident beam . T he diffraction  
effic ien cy  o f  the transm ission vo lu m e grating is  then given  by:
|S (T )f
|R(0)p
7m’ Y4]T 2\n |2__ -a T
_ V o s ( * o ) . psc| eXP _cos(O 0)_ (3 .4 5 )
It can be seen  that the diffraction efficiency is proportional to the square o f  the 
m odulus o f  the space-charge field. A s the space-charge field is proportional to the 
fringe m odulation [see  Eq. (3 .1 4 )], the diffraction efficiency is proportional to the  
square o f  the fringe m odulation.
3.3. Energy Transfer Between Writing Beams in the Steady State
C onsider tw o  w aves propagating in a photorefractive material in w hich they create  
a periodic refractive index m odulation, a phase grating. Each w ave is then diffracted
7Cby the grating and, for an unshifted grating, the diffracted w ave has a —  phase shift2
w ith respect to the original w ave. I f  the grating is  — phase shifted, there w ill be an
Kadditional ± — phase shift w ith resp ect to the diffracted w aves. Thus an in phase
superposition o f  w aves occurs in on e propagation direction, and an anti phase  
superposition o f  w a v es occurs in another propagation direction.
Su p p ose tw o w a v es  a : and a 2 are described as:
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(3 .4 6 )
(3 .4 7 )
aj =  R ( z ) e x p ( - ip - r )  
a2 =  S ( z ) e x p ( - ia - r )
w here R (z ) =  |R (z)|exp [-icp !(z)] and S (z ) = |S (z)|exp [-icp 2(z )]  w here (p^ z) and cp2(z )  
are the phase an gles o f  the com p lex  am plitude. T he interference o f  these w a v es form s 
a dynam ic refractive index grating. I f  the dynam ic grating is O  phase shifted with  
respect to the interference pattern, the refractive in d ex  m odulation w ill be described as:
n =  n 0 + - ^ £-{ e x p ( - id > ) R ( z ) S * (z ) e x p [ - i ( p - a ) - r ]  +  c c }  (3 .4 8 )
w here A ns is the saturation value o f  the photo-induced  refractive index m odulation. 
T he coupled  w ave equations in (3 .3 4 ) and (3 .35 ) should n ow  be m odified, by taking 
the phase sh ift into account, t o 3 T 7 - 3 . 2 0 :
/ .  \ dR  a  _  . , . _ v 27uAn. RS*Sco s(fr0) ----- 1— R  =  - i e x p ( - iO ) -d z 2 X' L
/ _ x d S  _v 27tAns SR*Rc o s ( d 0) — + - S  =  -iexp(i<D )d z 2  In
(3 .4 9 )
(3 .5 0 )
T he tw o w a v es are coupled  in both the intensity and the phase according to the grating  
phase shift angle. B y  differentiating S and R, substituting them  into Eqs. (3 .4 9 ) and 
(3 .5 0 ), separating the real and the im aginary parts, w e  obtain the differential equations 
for coupled  intensities (the real parts) and coupled  phases (the imaginary parts). T he  
coupled intensity equations have the form:
d IR a— — H-------1dz co s(fr0) R
dls , a l
dz co s(fr0) s 
w here
= r IrIs
+ I S
_ r  IrIs
+ I S
(3 .5 1 )
(3 .5 2 )
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p  _  47cAns sin (O )
V ^ o )
is the in tensity coupling  constant. T he solution o f  Eq. (3 .52) is g iven  by:
t (7\ _ t /r>\ Ir(Q) + Is(Q)s^v / slw  t (r\\ (t' \ ^ P<IR (0 ) +  I s (O )exp(T  z) r -
a
cos ( * o )
(3 .5 4 )
If I s ( 0 ) « I R(0 ) , Eq. (3 .54 ) can be sim plified  as:
Is(z) = Is(°)exP< r - acos(*„) (3 .5 5 )
T he signal w ave is am plified w ith  an exponential gain proportional to the intensity  
cou p lin g  constant T.
T he energy transfer betw een  writing beam s in a dynam ic holographic recording  
depends on the phase shift betw een  the interference pattern and the grating form ed. 
T he "drift" m echanism  o f  charge-carrier m igration (under an applied electric field) 
g ives rise to a very sm all phase shift w hen the drift length is m uch sm aller than the 
grating spacing, for w hich stationary energy transfer is  a lm ost forbidden. The 
"diffusion" m echanism  o f  charge-carrier m igration (w ithout an applied electric field)
Kyields a — phase shift grating for w hich stationary energy transfer occurs. H ow ever
the index m odulation by diffusion is  lo w  in the high spatial frequency dom ain (fringe 
spacings less than 0 .5  q m 3-21’ 3-22), and so  the intensity coupling constant T  is  small. 
E ffective  energy transfer can be achieved w ith  a photorefractive crystal in the drift 
recording m ode, w hich has higher index m odulation at high spatial frequency, and
7Uusing the m oving grating technique, w hich y ields an additional — phase shift betw een  
the grating and the interference patterns (see  chapter 4).
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3.4. Transient Energy Transfer Between Writing Beams
A lthough  stationary energy transfer is a lm ost forbidden in a grating form ed by the 
drift m echanism  o f  charge-carrier m igration, transient energy transfer during the  
grating recording could  occur. This e ffect is a con seq u en ce o f  the non stationary  
phase m ism atch betw een  the recorded grating and the interference fringes w hen the  
tw o w riting beam s are o f  d ifferent intensities3-23-3.27
L et us consider the coupled  phase equation deduced from  Eqs. (3 .4 9 ) and (3 .5 0 ), 
w hich  has the form:
d*P _ y  Is 
dz IR +  Is (3 .5 6 )
w here (p(z) =  (p j (z ) - (p 2(z ) is the phase difference betw een  the interacting w aves and 
y  is  the phase conversion  factor g iven  by:
27uAnscos(d>)
X.0c o s ( d 0)
(3 .5 7 )
It is clear from  above equations that w hen the refractive index grating has a —  phase  
shift w ith respect to the interference fringes, T  is finite and y  is  zero. In this case
—  =  0 ,  but stationary energy transfer occurs. On the other hand, w hen the index  dz
grating is in phase w ith the interference fringes, y  is finite and T is zero. In this case
there is no stationary energy transfer, but —  & 0  provided that the intensities o f  thedz
w riting beam s are different, w hich causes transient energy transfer.
F ig . 3 .6  dem onstrates the evolution  o f  a dynam ic grating during holographic  
recording, and the fo llow in g  is a qualitative analysis o f  transient energy transfer. T he  
dashed lines den ote  bright fringes w hile the solid  lines denote the surfaces o f  equal 
phase o f  the dynam ic grating, (a), (b), and (c) represent the initial state, transient 
state and steady state, respectively .
3 4
Fig. 3.6. The variation of the dynamic grating 
during holographic recording.
S u p p ose tw o w riting beam s are incident on the m edium  w ith  sam e incident angle  
fr0. A t t =  0  there is no grating, and the surfaces o f  equal phase in the interference
pattern lie a long the normal to the surface o f  the nonlinear m edia i.e . —■ - =  0 [Fig. 3 .6
dz
(a) ]. In the stationary case  —  =£ 0 ,  according to Eq. (3 .5 6 ), and the surfaces o f  equal
dz
phase in the interference pattern are inclined relative to their original p osition s. The  
equal phase contours o f  the refractive index grating are coincident w ith  the inclined  
interference fringes because there is zero phase shift betw een  them  in the charge- 
carrier drifting m od e o f  recording [Fig. 3 .6  (c)]. A ssu m e that the recording m edium  
has a finite tim e response and that the resp on se tim e is X . D uring 0 <  t <  x , the tim e  
m ism atch betw een  the w riting and the diffraction p rocesses leads to a spatial m ism atch  
betw een  the interference pattern and the recorded refractive index grating [Fig. 3 .6
(b) ]. T hus transient energy transfer occurs. W hen t »  x the refractive index grating 
su cceed s in catch ing up w ith the inclined stationary interference distribution and the 
transient energy transfer ceases. It is  clear that the fo llow in g  conditions should  be 
satisfied  for transient energy transfer: first, the recording m edium  has a fin ite response  
time; secon d , the intensities o f  the w riting beam s are different at the surface o f  
incidence.
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T he analytical expression  for transient energy transfer is  g iven  by3-23’ 3-28:
I±(z ) - 1±(0 )  =  ± ( tzA )2[I_ (0 ) - 1+ ( 0 ) ] l+(0 ) l_ (0 )e x p  ■ +  exp - 1  (3 .5 8 )
w here A is determ ined by the ensem ble o f  characteristic parameters o f  the m edium  
that defines the photorefraction process. It can be seen that the non stationary  
increm ent (decrem ent) o f  the light intensity is proportional to the square o f  the 
th ickness z and the response tim e o f  the m edium  T .
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Chapter 4. Properties of Moving Gratings in BSO at Large
Fringe Modulations
4.1. Introduction
T he phenom enon o f  energy transfer in B S O  is usefu l for signal am plification in 
tw o -w a v e  m ixing and four-w ave m ixing, and has been w idely investigated  in the last 
decade3-18’ 4.1-4.5 in  particular, R efregier e t al.3-7 have so lved  the differential 
equations and presented an expression  for  the space-charge field  w ith a m oving grating  
in the case  o f  sm all fringe m odulations. B u t in the case o f  holographic recording for  
correlation purposes, the fringe m odulation is usually large and the sm all m odulation  
theory should be m odified .
For the large fringe m odulation case , A u  and Solym ar4 -6’ 4-7, and V achss and 
H esselink4 *8 have presented numerical so lu tions o f  the differential equations by taking 
the higher order harm onic com ponents o f  the space-charge field  into account. 
R ecently B rost4-9 has provided a m ore detailed numerical study o f  this topic. Their 
analysis predicts unexpected  behaviour at large fringe m odulations in the form o f  non- 
linearities.
T his chapter presents the experim ental results m ade with m ovin g  gratings in B S O  
at large fringe m odulations, w hich are then com pared w ith the num erical results. The  
highly nonlinear dependence o f  the optim um  fringe velocity  and the enhancem ent o f  
the diffraction efficiency on the fringe m odulation is experim entally verified. This 
w ork is com plem entary to that previously reported on experim ental m easurem ents at 
sm all fringe m odulations, and to the num erical results for large fringe m odulations.
4.2 Theory of a Moving Grating at Small Fringe Modulation
In the case o f  a m oving grating, the variables in Kukhtarev's differential equations 
should have the sam e form , to a first order approxim ation, as in E q s.(3 .7 )-(3 .1 1 ) but
replacing "exp(iK x)" by " e x p [ iK (x -v t ) ]"  i.e.:
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(4 .1 )I =  I0 +  { l 0 m exp[iK ( x  -  v t ) ]4-c c }  
n d =  n do + ^ {N j,e x p [iK (x -  v t ) ] + c c }  
n =  n0 + ^ -{ n 1e x p [ iK ( x - v t ) ]  +  c c )
J =  J o +  { J jexp[iK ( x  -  v t)] +  cc }
E =  E 0 + | { E sce x p [ iK ( x - v t ) ]  +  cc }
(4 .2 )
(4 .3 )
(4 .4 )
(4 .5 )
w here v  is the fringe velocity . Substituting the E qs. (4 .1 )-(4 .5 )  into the K ukhtarev  
equations, a se t o f  differential equations for the first-order coeffic ien ts can be obtained. 
W ith the sam e approxim ation as in section  3 .1 .2 , the differential equations w ill contain
constant term s and term s w ith factor ex p [iK (x  -  v t ) ] . C om paring them  separately and
considering the space-charge field  at steady state only i.e. =  0 ,  w e w ill obtain the
expression3-7 :
E „ = - m ( E D +  iE 0)
1+— + K vtm ^ -  
E q e m
(4 .6 )
w here all parameters are as described in  Eq. (3 .12 ). W hen diffusion is neglig ib le (w ith  
E D =  0 ) ,  Eq. (4 .6 ) can be sim plified, and the m odulus o f  the space-charge field  can be  
expressed  as:
E l  = mE, (4 .7 )
K vtmM p
V
+ 1+Kvt. E°'M 'm y
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It is ob viou s from Eq. (4 .7 ) that there is an optim um  fringe ve loc ity  v opt which  
m akes the m odulus o f  the space-charge field a m axim um . v opt can be obtained by 
differentiating Eq. (4 .7 ) w ith  resp ect to v. W ith the condition E Q » E M, ( E M is 
typ ically  le ss  than 2  % o f  E Q in  B S O ), w e have:
v opt k t m (e ^ + e 5) (4 .8 )
Substituting Eq. (4 .8 ) into Eq. (4 .7 ) w e  can obtain the m odulus o f  the space-charge  
field w ith  a m oving grating at optim um  fringe velocity . A ccording to Eq. (3 .4 5 ) the 
diffraction efficiency rj o f  a phase grating is  proportional to the square o f  the m odulus 
o f  the space-charge field . W e define the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency , G, 
as the ratio o f  the diffraction efficiency w hen the grating m oves w ith  the optim um  
fringe v e lo c ity  to that w h en  the grating is  stationary. It is g iven  by:
G =  —  optimum velocity _
f ia t zero velocity
x  I at optimum velocity
I at zero velocity j
E 4 E 2 D o e q
e ^ + e qe m) + e 4me
(4 .9 )
E q and E M are proportional to the fringe spacing [see  Eq. (3 .1 2 )]. B y  differentiating  
Eq. (4 .9 ) w ith  respect to E 0, w e  can obtain the relationship b etw een  E 0,E Q a n d E M 
for the m axim um  enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency. W ith the further 
assum ption that E 0 »  E M, this relationship can be expressed  as:
E ^ = E qE m (4 .1 0 )
w hich  corresponds to an optim um  fringe spacing:
A opt
27tE0 (  ejix V
N a leyR, (4 .1 1 )
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Eqs. (4 .8 ), (4 .9 ) and (4 .1 1 ) present the theoretical expressions for  the optimum  
fringe velocity , the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency and the optim um  fringe 
spacing o f  the m oving grating, respectively. T hese inferences are valid under the 
condition  o f  sm all fringe m odulation. W e w ill see , by experim ental investigation , that 
Eq. (4 .1 1 ) still g ives a quite accurate result for the optim um  fringe spacing at large 
fringe m odulation , how ever, Eqs. (4 .8 ) and (4 .9 ) do not. The optim um  fringe velocity  
and the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency exhibit strong m odulation  
dependence at large fringe m odulations. Therefore a further analysis is  required.
4.3 Numerical Results for a Moving Grating at Large Fringe 
Modulations
A t sm all fringe m odulations the higher Fourier harm onics o f  the variables in 
Kukhtarev's differential equations are assum ed to be m uch sm aller than the first-order 
com ponents and can be neglected . A t large fringe m odulation, the higher harmonics 
may be very strong and m ust be taken into account. In this case  the intensity  
distribution o f  the interference pattern in Eq. (4 .1 ) remains unchanged, but E qs. (4 .2 )-
(4 .5 ) should  be rewritten as:
n d =  n do+ ^ X { N &e x p [ ir K ( x - v t ) ]  +  c c }
2  r=l
(4 .1 2 )
n =  n0 + —X  {«rex P[iI‘K (x  -  v t)] +  cc }
2  r=l
(4 .1 3 )
J =  J0 + —X { j re x p [ ir K ( x - v t ) ]  +  c c }
2 r=l
(4 .1 4 )
J »
E =  E 0 H—  X  { E rex p [irK (x  -  v t ) ] + c c }
2 r= l
(4 .1 5 )
w here N ^ ,  nr, Jr and E r are the rth Fourier com ponents o f  these variables. 
O bviously, w ith the above expressions there is  no analytic solution to the differential 
equations, but A u  and Solym ar4-6’ 4 -7 have provided num erical results. T he com puted  
data o f  the norm alized space-charge fie ld  divided by the fringe m odulation ( E ^ /m )  are 
plotted in reference 4 .6 , w here the space-charge field  is  expressed by w : . Fig. 4.1  
sh ow s this figure.
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Fig. 4.1. The variations of E sc/m (w^/m in the figure) with 
fringe modulation m and frequency detuning y 
in the complex plane (ref. 4.6).
From  this figure w e  can draw som e con clu sion s w hich  are o f  interest here:
1. The m =  0 .01  curve is practically indistinguishable from  those for sm all fringe 
m odulation, and the m  =  0.1 curve is c lo se  to  the m =  0 .01 curve i.e . as the fringe  
m odulation increases from  m =  0 .0 1  to m  =  0 .1 , the m axim um  (E ^ /m )  decreases
slow ly . The m =  0 .3 , 0 .6  and 0 .9  curves sh ow  large deviations from  the m  =  0 .01  
curve, and the larger the m value is, the b igger the rate o f  the deviation, i.e . as the 
m odulation increases further, the maxim um  (E ^ /m )  decreases rapidly. A s a 
con seq u en ce, the square pow er dependence o f  the diffraction efficiency on the fringe 
m odulation is no longer valid. On the other hand, (E ^ /m )  is  approxim ately constant
in the case o f  a stationary grating. Therefore the variations o f  the m axim um  ( E ^ /m )
value w ith  the fringe m odulation indicate that the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction  
e ffic ien cy  is nonlinearly dependent on the fringe m odulation.
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fringe m odulation increases the optim um  fringe ve locity  (im plied by the param eter y) 
increases. W hen the fringe m odulation reaches 0 .6  the curve b ecom es com plicated , 
im plying a m ore com plicated behaviour for the optim um  fringe velocity .
2. As the fringe modulation increases from m = 0.01, the curves become flatter and
flatter, and the peak value of (E ^ /m ) shifts to the right. This indicates that as the
B rost4-9 has provided a m ore detailed numerical study for the large fringe 
m odulation case. F igs. 4 .2 , 4 .3  and 4 .4  sh ow  the num erical results for the m odulus o f  
the space-charge field versus the relative fringe ve loc ity  obtained by B rost. T he  
relative fringe ve loc ity  is defined as the ratio o f  the fringe ve locity  to the optim um
fringe ve loc ity  at sm all fringe m odulation
f \ v
V v °p1 )
v opt here refers in particular to the
case o f  sm all fringes m odulation. T hese figures correspond to fringe m odulations 0 .2 ,
0 .6  and 0 .9 , respectively. The grating recording condition  is assum ed such that the  
applied electric fie ld  is 5 k V /c m  and the grating spacing is  2 0 |im .
W e can see  that the curve for  m =  0 .2  (Fig. 4 .2 ) has a single peak at the relative  
fringe ve loc ity  1 .03, which sh o w s that as the fringe m odulation increases the optim um  
fringe ve loc ity  increases as w ell. T he characteristics o f  this curve are very similar to  
that at sm all fringe m odulation, sh ow in g  peak enhancem ent o f the space-charge field at
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Fig. 4.2. The space-charge field versus the fringe 
velocity at m =  0.2 (ref. 4.9).
T he curve for m =  0 .6  (F ig. 4 .3 ) is m ore com plicated. There are n ow  tw o peaks
vfor the space-charge field . O ne is at higher fringe v e lo c ity ,------=  1 .3 8 , and another is
Vopt v
vat lo w er  fringe v e lo c i t y ,------=  0 .2 .  The higher ve loc ity  peak can be regarded as a
vopt
shift o f  the peak from  the curve m =  0 .2  as exp ected . The low er ve loc ity  peak, 
h ow ever, has little relation to the curve m =  0 .2 ,  and is apparently a characteristic o f  
large fringe m odulations.
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Fig. 4.3. The space-charge field versus the fringe 
velocity at m =  0.6 (ref. 4.9).
T he m =  0 .9  curve (F ig. 4 .4 ) also has tw o peaks for the space-charge fie ld , being at
v------=  1.5 and 0 .0 5 , respectively. T hey can be regarded as a high ve loc ity  shift and avv opt
lo w  velocity  shift w ith resp ect to the peaks in the m =  0 .6  curve. H ow ev er  the peak  
at high fringe ve loc ity  b ecom es less distinct, im plying that the peak  associated  with  
sm all fringe m odulations deteriorates at large m odulations.
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Fig. 4.4. The space-charge field versus the fringe 
velocity at m =  0.9 (ref. 4.9).
From  these F igures w e  can also calculate the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction  
efficiency  for different fringe m odulations, and m ake a com parison. T hey are 
G  =  4 .5 1 , 1.37 and 1.23 for the fringe m odulations o f  0 .2 , 0 .6 , and 0 .9 , respectively. 
W e can see  that as the fringe m odulation increases the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction  
effic ien cy  decreases rapidly exhibiting nonlinear characteristics.
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4.4. Experiments
4.4.1 Experimental Configuration
Fig. 4.5 The experimental system for simultaneously measuring 
the diffraction efficiency and the energy transfer of the 
dynamic grating recorded in a BSO crystal.
T he experim ental system  is sh ow n  in Fig. 4 .5 . T he B S O  crystal had dim ensions  
1 0 x 8 x 2  m m 3. The orientation o f  the crystal w ith  respect to the applied electric  
field and the writing beam s w as arranged as in Fig. 3 .2  to obtain the maximum  
diffraction efficiency. The argon ion  laser w as operated at X =  5 1 4 .5  nm, expanded  
and co llim ated  to 15 m m  in diameter. The polarizing beam  splitter (P B S ) w as used  to  
divide the argon laser beam  into tw o beam s, w h ose  ratio can be adjusted by rotating
X Xthe first — plate. B y  rotating the secon d  — plate the polarization directions o f  the 2 2
beam s are kept parallel. A  piezom irror w as used to obtain a frequency detuning o f  the 
reference beam . The H e-N e laser w as used as a reading beam . D etecto r  D1  
m easured the transmitted intensity o f  one o f  the w riting beam s w hich corresponds to  
the im aginary part o f  the space-charge fie ld , w h ile  D 2  m easured the diffracted intensity  
o f  the reading beam w hich corresponds to the m odulus o f  the space-charge field. 
B oth  signals w ere sent to a digital osc illo scop e to sim ultaneously m onitor the 
variations in  the com ponents o f  the space-charge field .
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4.4.2 Resonant Effect of a Moving Grating
F ig. 4 .6  sh ow s the resonant enhancem ent o f  the space-charge field  by a m oving  
grating. T he grating recording conditions are A  =  10 p.m (w e w ill see  later that this is
near to the optim um  fringe spacing), E 0 =  6 .2 5 k V /c m , I0 = 5  m W /c m 2 , and
m =  0 .9 4 .  T he upper trace sh o w s the transm itted argon beam , w hile the bottom  trace 
sh ow s the diffracted H e-N e  beam . T he tim e base is set to be ls /d iv is io n , and the 
traces correspond to a s in g le  scanning period.
F ig. 4 .6  (a) is the case w ithout a m oving grating. It is clear that the traces 
fluctuate random ly. It is found that this fluctuation is alm ost inevitable even  if  in a 
quiet environm ent. F ig. 4 .6  (b) is the case w ith a m oving grating at optim um  fringe  
velocity . The transm itted A r+ beam  decreases and reaches its minim um  value 
(m axim um  energy lo ss) w hile the diffracted H e-N e  beam increases and reaches its 
m axim um  value. It can be seen  that the trace o f  the diffracted beam  in (b) is much  
higher than that in (a), indicating that enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency is 
ach ieved  by a m ovin g  grating. It also can be seen  that the trace o f  the diffracted beam  
in (b) is m uch m ore stable, sh ow in g that m oving the grating has the e ffec t o f  
suppressing random  fluctuations.
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(a) without moving grating
(b) with moving grating at optimum fringe velocity
Fig. 4.6. Temporal responses of the transmitted A r+ beam 
(the upper trace) and the diffracted He-Ne beam 
(the bottom trace) with a time scale of 1 s/division.
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(a ) w ith o u t m o v in g  g r a tin g
F ig . 4 .7 . T em p o ra l r e sp o n ses  o f  th e  d iffra c ted  H e-N e  
b ea m  w ith  a  tim e  sc a le  o f  5 0 0  m s/d iv is io n .
5 1
T o sh ow  the resonant enhancem ent in the diffracted light m ore clearly, F ig. 4 .7  
presents the traces o f  the diffracted signal w ith  a faster tim e base o f  the o sc illo sco p e  
(5 0 0 m s/d iv is io n ). (a) is the case  w ithout a m oving grating and (b) is  the case  w ith a 
m ovin g  grating.
T he e ffec t o f  suppressing random  fluctuations by m oving the grating cou ld  be 
explained as fo llow s: A n y environm ental fluctuations w ill affect a dynam ic grating
and cause a transient energy transfer, resulting in unstable grating diffraction. W ith
7tthe grating m ovin g  at the optim um  fringe ve loc ity , a — phase shift b etw een  the grating
and the interference pattern is achieved. W hilst it brings about the h ighest stationary  
energy transfer due to the intensity coupling constant T  in E q s.(3 .5 1 ) and (3 .52 )  
becom ing a m axim um , the transient energy transfer is  suppressed due to the phase 
conversion  factor y  in Eq. (3 .5 6 ) becom ing zero. Thus a m oving grating has the 
effec t o f  enhancing the diffraction efficiency as w ell as elim inating the influence o f  
environm ental fluctuations.
4.4.3 Dependence of the Optimum Fringe Velocity on the Fringe Modulation
T he veloc ity  o f  the m oving grating caused by the scanning piezom irror is 
determ ined by the relationship:
2 k U m A c o s ( t3-0 )v = ------- ----------—  (4 .1 6 )
Xt
w here U M is  the peak am plitude o f  the saw tooth  vo ltage applied to the piezom irror, K 
is the e longation  o f  the stack  o f  the p iezo  for unity vo ltage , i9-0 is the incident angle o f  
the beam  to the piezom irror and t is  the scanning period o f  the saw tooth  vo ltage.
In our investigation , the actual optim um  fringe ve loc ity  w ill be com pared w ith  the 
theoretical calcu lations. For this purpose, w e  assum e that the optim um  fringe velocity  
at m =  0.1 is  c lo se  to that at sm all fringe m odulation, w hich can be calculated w ith  Eq.
(4 .8 ), and ch o o se  the constants in the theoretical form ulas, s, N A, N D, | i ,  y R and e  to
be th ose g iven  in reference 4 .6 , i.e . s  =  2 x l 0 ~ 5 m 2.!'1, N A =  l0 n m '3 , N D = 1 0 ^  m '3, 
e =  56  e 0, q  =  0 .3 x l ( T 5 m 2V '1sec'1, and y  =  1 .6 x l0 ~ 17 n ^ sec '1.
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F ig  4 .8  sh ow s the dependence o f  the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  on the fringe 
m odulation. The adopted grating recording conditions are E 0 =  6 .2 5  k V /c m ,
I0 = 2 5  m W /c m 2 , and A  =  2 0  p m .
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Fringe Modulation
Fig. 4.8. The experimental results of the optimum fringe 
velocity versus the fringe modulation.
A t sm all fringe m odulation (m  =  0 .1), the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  w as 
experim entally  m easured to be 2 9 0  ±  10 p m /s .  A ccording to Eq. (4 .8 ), it should  be 
2 62  p m /s .  Considering that the material param eters vary slightly w ith  different 
specim ens, this difference is  probably not sign ifican t
A t large fringe m odulations, w e  can see  that as the fringe m odulation increases the 
optim um  fringe velocity  increases as w ell. A t a fringe m odulation o f  m  =  0 .2 ,  the 
optim um  fringe velocity  is  1.03 tim es that at m =  0.1 i.e . sm all fringe m odulation. A t 
a fringe m odulation o f  m  =  0 .6 ,  the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity  is 1.39 tim es. A t a fringe 
m odulation o f  m =  0 .9  there are tw o fringe ve loc ities w hich yield peaks in the
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diffraction efficiency. O ne is at a higher velocity , 1.5 tim es the m =  0.1 figure; 
another is at a m uch lo w er  velocity , 0 .0 5 5  in relative units. T h ese are com pared with  
the numerical resu lts in F igs. 4.2-4A, and they are presented in table 4 .1 . It can be 
seen  that they are in g o o d  agreem ent ex cep t for the low er v e lo c ity  peak  in  F ig . 4 .3  (0 .2  
in relative units). T h is peak w as not observed in our experim ents.
Table 4.1. Numerical and experimental results of fringe 
velocity at peaks of space-charge field.
m
Cv/VopV *  , (v/vopt)peok 2
Num. Exp. Num. Exp.
0.2 1.03 1.03 — —
0.6 1.38 1.39 0.2 —
0.9 1.5 1.5 0.05 0.055
Key: Num. denotes numerical results, Exp. denotes 
experimental results.
W e are also interested in the situation w ith a fringe m odulation o f  m =  l .  
Experim ents sh ow  that the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  is very lo w  and w ell determ ined to  
be only 0 .0 4 5  in relative units. The optim um  fringe velocity  drops abruptly from  a 
high to a lo w  value as the fringe m odulation approaches unity. T hus a sudden drop in 
the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity  appears.
T he variation o f  the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  w ith  the fringe m odulation in Fig. 4 .8  
can be sum m arized as fo llow s: as the fringe m odulation increases, the optim um  fringe 
velocity  increases as w ell; then a sub-optim um  fringe velocity  (yield ing another peak  
o f  the diffraction effic ien cy) appears at a lo w  fringe velocity; as the fringe m odulation  
increases further, the optim um  and sub-optim um  fringe v e lo c ities  increase and 
decrease, respectively; as the fringe m odulation approaches unity the peak o f  the 
diffraction efficiency at high velocities disappears, and a sudden drop in the optimum  
fringe ve loc ity  occurs.
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4.4.4 Nonlinear Enhancement of The Diffraction Efficiency
Fig. 4 .9  sh ow s the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction e ffic ien cy  by a m oving grating, as 
a function o f  the ratio o f  intensities o f  the writing beam s. T he adopted grating  
recording conditions are I0 = 5 m W /c m 2, and E 0 =  6 .2 5 k V /c m . Three curves 
correspond to fringe sp acin gs o f  30  |um, 20  |im  and 10 |im  respectively . A ccord ing  to  
Eq. (4 .1 1 ), the optim um  fringe spacing should be A  =  9 .4 6 |u m . Therefore w e  
exp ected  that A  =  10 ]im  w ou ld  y ie ld  the h ighest en h an cem en t
<po
oca
Q
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Fig. 4.9. The experimental results of the enhancement 
of the diffraction efficiency at optimum fringe 
velocity versus the beam ratio.
W e can see  from  Fig. 4 .9  that w hen the beam  ratio is 1, corresponding to a fringe  
m odulation o f  1, a 1.6, 2.1  and 2 .5  tim es enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency for  
different fringe spacings is achieved. A s the beam  ratio increases the enhancem ent o f  
the diffraction efficiency  increases rapidly at the initial stage, and then it increases
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sm oothly. This phenom enon is  qualitatively predicted by A u and Solym ar's numerical 
results.
In com parison w ith B rost's numerical results, ch oosin g  the A  =  20  Jim 
experim ental curve for co in cid en ce w ith  the num erical results, w e  can see  that w hen  
the beam ratio is 2 .5 , corresponding to a fringe m odulation o f  0 .9 , the enhancem ent o f  
the diffraction efficiency is  2 .2 , w hich is higher than that given  in F ig. 4 .4 . W hen the 
beam ratio is 9, corresponding to a fringe m odulation o f  0 .6 , the enhancem ent o f  the 
diffraction efficiency is 3 .4 , w hich  is  also higher than that given  in F ig. 4 .3 . W hen the  
beam ratio is 98 , corresponding to a fringe m odulation o f  0 .2 , the enhancem ent o f  the 
diffraction effic ien cy  is 4 .0 , w hich is com parable w ith that given  in F ig. 4 .2 . Table 4 .2  
presents this com parison.
Table 4.2. Comparison in the enhancement 
of the diffraction efficiency G.
m 0.2 0.6 0.9
G
Num. 4.51 1.37 1.23
Exp. 4.0 3.4 2.2
Key: Num. denotes numerical results, Exp. 
denotes experimental results.
F ig . 4 .9  also sh ow s that the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency varies with  
the grating spacing. The A  =  10 jam curve g ives the highest enhancem ent o f  the 
diffraction efficiency, as exp ected . In fact, by m easuring the enhancem ent o f  the 
diffraction efficiency w e  found the optim um  fringe spacing to be about 9 .4  |im , in 
good  agreem ent w ith  Eq. (4 .1 1 ).
4.4.5 The Influence on the Absolute Diffraction Efficiency
F ig. 4 .1 0  sh o w s the variation o f  the absolute diffraction efficiency w ith  the fringe 
m odulation. T he "Normal" curve is obtained w ith a stationary grating. W e can see  
that the diffraction efficiency varies approxim ately as the square o f  the fringe 
m odulation, w hich  g ives a higher quality reconstruction o f  the recorded im age. The
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"M.G." curve is obtained w ith m oving grating at optim um  fringe velocity . It seem s to  
be approxim ately linear w ithin  the fringe m odulation range 0.3 to 0.9.
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Fringe Modulation
Fig. 4.10. The experimental results of the diffraction efficiency 
versus the fringe modulation with (M.G.) and without 
(Normal) moving grating.
B ecau se  the intensity distribution o f  an im age on the holographic plane is  not 
uniform and the diffraction efficiency d oes n ot vary as the square o f  the fringe 
m odulation w ith  a m oving grating, w e  can only obtain a reconstructed im age w hich  is 
som ew h at distorted from  the original im age. The distortion becom es m ore serious in 
the case  o f  Fourier transform holography, because the Fourier pow er spectrum  o f  m ost  
im ages varies severely  w ith spatial frequency, and the difference cou ld  be several 
orders in intensity.
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4.4.6 The Dependence of the Optimum Fringe Velocity on the Applied Field
From  sm all fringe m odulation theory, the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity  is  inversely  
proportional to the applied electric field  w hen  E 0 » E M [see Eq. (4 .8 )] . F ig. 4 .11  
presents the experim ental curve o f  the optim um  velocity  versus the inverse applied  
electric field  at large fringe m odulation. T he adopted recording conditions are 
A  =  20  q m , I0 =  5 m W /c m 2, and m =  0 .9 4 .  T he form ula o f the curve is  g iven  by:
Ui
eTa.
>
E
O
(Electric Field)'1 (cm/10 kV)
Fig. 4.11. The experimental results of the optimum fringe 
velocity versus the applied electric field.
v opt - 1 .3 3  +  2 .5 8 ' l 'V^oy
(4 .1 7 )
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w here v  is in | im / s  unit and the inverse electric field  —  is in cm /1 0  k V  unit. W e
E o
can see  that the linear relationship betw een  the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  and the inverse  
applied electric field is still valid at large fringe m odulations. It is not surprising that 
the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  is very lo w  in this curve, because the fringe m odulation is 
very high.
4.4.7 The Dependence of the Optimum Fringe Velocity on the Writing Beam 
Intensity
Fig. 4.12. The experimental results of the optimum fringe 
velocity versus the total beam intensity.
Substituting the expression  for x M in Eq. (3 .1 2 ) into Eq. (4 .8 ) w e  can see  that the 
optim um  fringe ve loc ity  is proportional to the total incident beam intensity at small 
fringe m odulation. Fig. 4 .1 2  presents the experim ental curve o f  the optim um  fringe 
velocity  versus the w riting beam  intensity at large fringe m odulation. T he recording
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conditions are A  =  20  jam, E 0 = 6 .2 5  k V /cm  and m =  0 .9 4 .  T he form ula o f  the 
curve is  g iven  by:
v opt = 0 .3 5 8  +  0 .4 6 4 1  (4 .1 7 )
w here v opt is again in p m /s  unit and the total writing beam intensity I is in m W /c m 2
unit. The linear relationship betw een  the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  and the total writing  
beam  intensity w ou ld  appear to be still valid  at large fringe m odulations.
4.5 Conclusions
From  the above experim ental results, w e  can draw a num ber o f  conclusions  
concerning m ovin g  gratings at large fringe m odulations:
1. The resonance effect o f  m oving gratings in B S O  has the e ffec t o f  suppressing the 
random  fluctuations o f  the diffracted beam  caused by the transient energy transfer 
betw een  writing beam s. This could  be explained by the phase conversion  factor y
%becom ing zero. W hen a — phase shift betw een  the interference pattern and the 
dynam ic grating takes p lace, y  has zero va lu e and the transient en ergy  transfer ceases.
2. The optim um  fringe velocity  n ot on ly  depends on the applied vo ltage, fringe 
spacing and total incident light intensity, w hich  is predicted by sm all fringe m odulation  
theory, but also depends on the fringe m odulation itself. A s the fringe m odulation  
increases the optim um  fringe ve locity  increases as w ell, and then a secon d  peak  
appears at lo w  fringe velocity . A s the fringe m odulation increases further the first 
peak deteriorates and the second  peak sh ifts towards low er fringe v e lo c ity .
3. For a particular applied vo ltage, the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency is 
fringe-spacing dependent. There is an optim um  fringe spacing at w hich  the m aximum  
enhancem ent can be obtained. The optim um  fringe spacing is predicted by the small 
fringe m odulation theory. 4
4. The enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency  is also fringe m odulation  dependent. 
This causes the reconstructed im age to be "distorted". T o create a relatively uniform
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fringe m odulation so  as to achieve a less "distorted" reconstruction, Fresnel transform s 
are preferable in the case  o f  holography w ith a m oving grating.
5. The linear dependence o f  the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  on the inverse applied  
electric field and on the total w riting beam  intensity based on sm all fringe m odulation  
theory is  still valid  at large fringe m odulations.
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Chanter 5. The Effects of Optical Bias on Moving 
Gratings in BSO at Large Fringe modulation
W e have seen that holographic recording in B S O  can be enhanced by the m oving  
grating technique. H ow ever , the dependence o f  the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  on the 
fringe m odulation lim its its applications. In fact, w e  can norm ally only u se a fixed  
fringe ve loc ity  w hich w ou ld  be suitable only for a certain range o f  fringe m odulations. 
T he difficulty occurs at fringe m odulations c lo se  to unity w here the optim um  fringe 
ve loc ity  decreases tw o  orders o f  m agnitude w ith  respect to that at smaller fringe 
m odulations. W ith the scanning ve loc ity  appropriate to smaller fringe m odulations, 
the diffraction efficiency o f  the gratings w ith  fringe m odulations c lo se  to unity drops 
rapidly. There are tw o  strategies to so lve  this problem : 1. adjusting the recording  
beam  ratios to avoid fringe m odulations c lo se  to unity; 2. applying optical bias, e .g . 
additional uniform  w h ite-ligh t illum ination, to reduce the actual fringe m odulations.
O ptical bias has been  used  to enhance the transient form ation o f  gratings in B S O 5-1, 
and found applications in novelty  filtering3-4 and intensity correlation5-2 . It has been  
dem onstrated that the optical bias has tw o effects on the transient grating form ation:
1. the additional light intensity reduces the fringe m odulation, and so  reduces the  
diffraction efficiency at steady state; 2. as the diffraction efficiency  at steady state  
d ecreases, the ratio o f  the transient peak to the steady value increases, i.e . transient 
enhancem ent is achieved. C orrespondingly, w e  exp ect that w h ile  optical bias 
overcom es the difficulty o f  the sudden decrease in the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  w hen  
the fringe m odulation is c lo se  to unity, it w ill enhance the diffraction effic ien cy  w ith a 
m ovin g  grating com pared to that w ith a stationary grating.
In this chapter w e  presents several experim ental results concerning applying optical 
bias to m ovin g  gratings. It is not only a developm ent o f  the m oving grating technique  
in the w ay o f  offering effec tiv e  control over the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity , but also  
reveals a further insight into the fundam ental nature o f the grating form ation in 
photorefractive m aterials.
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5.1. Analysis
W ith w hite-light illum ination, the variables o f  light intensity I and the resulting  
photoelectron  density n in Eqs. (4 .1 ) and (4 .3 ), w hich are valid at sm all fringe 
m odulations, should contain a term corresponding to the optical bias, and should be 
expressed  as:
I = I0b +  + ^ - { l0m exp [iK (x  -  v t ) ] + cc}
n =  nob + n o + -^ -{ /* iex p [iK (x - v t)] +  c c }
(5 .1 )
(5 .2 )
w here I0b is the intensity o f  optical bias and n0h is the number o f  the p hotoelectrons  
generated by optical bias. It is  clear that other variables, N £ ,  J and E in E qs. (4 .2 ),
(4 .4 ) and (4 .5 ) are n ot affected  by optical bias, and the expressions w ou ld  remain 
unchanged.
Substituting Eqs. (4 .2 ), (4 .4 ), (4 .5 ) (5 .1 ) and (5 .2 ) into Kukhtarev's differential 
equations and considering the stationary case  only, w e  w ill obtain a solution for the  
space-charge field  as:
E J  = m' E,
( E y  (
v ^q J v
V
1 +  Kvtm' —
e m )
2(1.1, r  m
Iob+Io (1 + k)
(5 .3 )
(5.4)
XM eYrN a _  e(lS( lo + Iob)N D (1+ k)
(5 .5 )
w here k =  Iob/ I 0 , and m  =  2 ( l lI2) l^ 2/ l 0 as defined in Eq. (3 .6 ). For con ven ien ce  w e  
define the fringe m odulation as the param eter m. O bviously the param eter m' is the
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actual fringe m odulation, and k  is regarded as the intensity o f  the optical bias in 
"relative units". C orrespondingly, the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity  should be rewritten as:
° p t  K T M , ( E j l  +  E ; ) (5»o)
=  - ( l  +  k )E ME 0 
Ktm (e^+E>)
w hich contains the optical bias term  in the w ay o f  a factor ( l  +  k ) .  This can be  
regarded as the influence o f  the total intensity o f  the writing beam s on the optim um  
fringe v e lo c ity  as described in Eq. (4 .8).
Substituting E q .(5 .6 ) into E q .(5 .3 ) w e  can obtain an expression  for the 
enhancem ent o f  the diffraction e ffic ien cy  to be obtained with a m ovin g  grating:
G = f ra t optimum velocity _ E ED o d q
llatzero velocity e5(e0 EqEm , + E E^  C M C Q
(5 .7 )
w hich contains no reference to any term s derived from  the optical bias. O bviously, 
E qs.(5 .6) and (5 .7 ) are on ly  valid  at sm all fringe m odulation.
For large fringe m odulations, as w e  m entioned in chapter 4, higher harm onics o f  
the variables should  be considered and only num erical results can be obtained. T he  
influence o f  the optical bias at large fringe m odulations is  thus referred to section  4 .3 ,  
w here the fringe m odulation p lays a sign ificant role on the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity  and 
on the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction effic ien cy .
5.2. Experimental Configuration
T he experim ental set-up is show n in Fig. 5 .1 , w hich  is the sam e as F ig. 4 .5  excep t  
for a w hite-light (W .L .) source being used . T he recording conditions o f  the grating 
for the fo llow in g  m easurem ents are: E 0 = 6 .2 5  k V /c m , I0 =  25 m W /c m 2 and
A  =  20  |im .
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Fig. 5.1 The experimental system used for investigating the 
effects of optical bias on moving gratings.
L ight intensity is usually m easured w ith a p ow er meter. In this experim ent, 
how ever, such a m easurem ent is invalid. There are tw o m atters w hich should be 
taken into account: first, the result o f  the w hite-light illum ination is the creation o f  
additional photoelectrons, second  the w hite-light source is a m ulti-spectrum  source  
but the crystal response is  spectrum  dependent. T herefore w e  calibrate the w hite-light  
intensity by m eans o f  the m easurem ent o f  the photocurrent induced, and sca le  it in 
units relative to the photocurrent induced by the w riting laser beam s, i.e . the w hite- 
light intensity is quoted  in "relative units". M ore details about the scaling o f  the  
w hite-light intensity and the m easurem ent o f  the resulting photocurrent are m entioned  
in reference 5.3.
5.3. Experimental Results
T he experim ents concentrated on the fo llo w in g  aspects: the in flu en ce o f  the optical 
bias on the optim um  fringe ve loc ity , on  the absolute diffraction efficiency, and on the  
enhancem ent o f  the diffraction effic ien cy .
5.3.1. The Influence of Optical Bias on the Optimum Fringe Velocity
T he main purpose o f  the optical bias is to overcom e the difficulty o f  the sudden  
drop in the optim um  fringe ve locity . Fig. 5 .2  presents the experim ental results o f  the  
optim um  fringe ve loc ity  versus the w hite-light intensity. T w o  curves correspond to
6 6
the fringe m odulation m  =  0 .9  and m  =  l ,  respectively . W e ch o se  m  =  0 .9  and 
m  =  1, because the sudden drop in the optim um  fringe velocity  occu rs around those  
values.
White Light Intensity (%)
Fig. 5.2. The experimental results of the optimum fringe 
velocity versus the white-light intensity.
W e can see  from  Fig. 5 .2  that for the m  =  0 .9  curve the optim um  fringe velocity  
jum ps to a high value ( 4 5 9 p m /s )  w hen the w h ite-light intensity increases to 4 0  % in 
relative units, and for the m  =  1 curve it jum ps to a high value w h en  the w hite-light  
intensity increases to 56  % in relative units. This im plies that adopting w hite-light 
illum ination as a bias w ith an intensity o f  56  % in relative units, w e  w ill be able to  
elim inate the sudden drop in the optim um  fringe velocity .
F ig. 5 .3  presents the experim ental resu lts for the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity  versus the 
fringe m odulation w ith  ("W ith W .L." curve) and w ithout ("No W .L." curve) w hite- 
light illum ination. T he w h ite-light intensity is set to be 56  % in relative units.
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Fringe Modulation
Fig. 5.3. The experimental results of the optimum fringe 
velocity versus the fringe modulation.
It can be seen from  Fig. 5 .3  that there is a sudden drop in the optim um  fringe 
ve loc ity  at m  =  0 .9  in the case  w here there is no w hite-light illum ination. This is the  
nonlinear e ffec t o f  a m ovin g  grating at large fringe m odulation. D u e  to the drop in the 
optim um  fringe ve locity , w e  cannot adopt a fixed  fringe ve loc ity  to satisfactorily  
enhance the diffraction efficiency o f  gratings w ith  different fringe m odulations. In the  
case  w ith w hite-light illum ination, the sudden drop in the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  is 
greatly reduced. This is because the optical bias reduces the actual fringe m odulation  
[according to Eq. (5 .4 ), the actual fringe m odulation  for m  =  1 p oin t is  about 0 .6 4  with  
optical bias]. T herefore an average fringe ve loc ity  o f  4 4 0 |im /s  in this case , can be 
used to satisfactorily enhance the diffraction efficiency o f  all gratings o f  different 
spatial periods.
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5.3.2. The Influence of Optical Bias on The Absolute Diffraction Efficiency
W e ex p ect that as the w h ite-light intensity increases the absolute diffraction  
efficiency  decreases m onotonically  for both a m oving grating and a stationary grating  
because the actual fringe m odulation, w hich determ ines the diffraction efficiency in 
both cases, is  reduced by the optical bias. H ow ever, there is som ething unexpected  in 
our experim ents. Fig. 5 .4  presents the experim ental results o f  the absolute diffraction  
efficiency versus w hite-light intensity. "Normal" d en otes a stationary grating, w hile  
"M.G." d en otes a m oving grating. T he fringe m odulation is ch osen  to be 0 .7 . W e  
w ill see  that there is no ob v iou s difference in the variation behaviours o f  the curves  
w ith different fringe m odulations.
Fig. 5.4. The experimental results of the diffraction 
efficiency versus the white-light intensity.
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W e can see  that w ith  a stationary grating, the diffraction efficiency drops 
m onotonicaU y and rapidly as the w hite-light intensity increases. T he situation is m ore  
com plicated  w ith a m oving grating. In low er  optical bias range, as the w hite-light  
intensity increases the diffraction efficiency increases as w ell, until it reaches its peak  
value at a w hite-light intensity o f  4 0  % in relative units. This is n ot exp ected  by 
consideration o f  its influence on the actual fringe m odulation. This phenom enon  
im plies that w ith suitable optical bias and m oving gratings the sign al-to-n oise  ratio can  
be further im proved. In the higher optical bias range, as the w hite-light intensity  
increases the diffraction efficiency  decreases m onotonically . H o w ev er  the decrease is 
m uch less than that w ith  a stationary grating. For instance w hen the w hite-light 
intensity is 2 0 0  % in relative units, the diffraction efficiency drops 67 % com pared to  
that w ithout w hite-light illum ination in the case  o f  stationary grating, w hile it only  
drops 2 4  % in the case o f  a m ovin g  grating.
T o  see  w hether the characteristics o f  the curve in Fig. 5 .4  are m ore general, Fig.
5 .5  presents the experim ental results o f  the absolute diffraction efficiency versus the 
w h ite-light intensity w ith  a m oving grating for different fringe m odulations. Four 
curves represent the fringe m odulation o f  0 .3 , 0 .5 , 0 .7  and 0 .9 , resp ectively .
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Fig. 5.5. The experimental results of the diffraction 
efficiency versus the white light intensity 
for different fringe modulations.
W e can see  that their variations are very sim ilar as the w hite-light intensity  
increases from  zero, the diffraction efficiency increases until it reaches its peak value, 
and then as the w hite-light intensity increases further the diffraction efficiency  
decreases m onotonically . It is a com m on characteristic o f  the four curves that a peak  
value appears at a certain non-zero w hite-light intensity. T his phenom enon may 
reveal som e further details o f  the m oving  grating form ation in photorefractive  
materials.
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F ig . 5 .6  presents the experim ental results o f  the diffraction efficiency  versus the 
fringe m odulation w ith  and w ithout w hite-light illum ination. T hese curves provide a 
general idea o f  the reconstruction o f  a recorded object. "Normal", "M.G.", and 
"M .G .+W .L." denote the stationary grating, the m oving grating, and the m oving  
grating with w hite-light illum ination, respectively. The w hite-light intensity is  again  
ch osen  to be 56  % in relative units to overcom e the sudden drop in the optim um  fringe 
velocity .
Fringe Modulation
Fig. 5.6. The experimental results of the diffraction 
efficiency versus fringe modulation
T he variation o f  the "Normal" curve approxim ately obeys the square p ow er law  i.e. 
the diffraction efficiency is proportional to the square o f  the fringe m odulation w hen  
the fringe m odulation is  less than 0 .6 3-8. T he square pow er law  enable us to adopt a 
linear holographic recording w here the intensity o f  the diffraction is  proportional to the 
intensity o f  the recorded im age, and a linear reconstruction cou ld  be achieved . The  
curve "M .G.+W .L." seem s to be a straight line. T he linear variation o f  the diffraction  
efficiency  as the fringe m odulation w ould  be exp ected  to yield a reconstruction  o f  the
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recorded im age according to a square roo t pow er, w hich is a distorted reconstruction. 
H ow ever  in som e particular applications this feature w ould  be an advantage. For  
instance i f  w e  w ant to m anifest the am plitude, rather than the intensity, distribution o f  
an im age the reconstruction o f  the square root pow er o f  the recorded  im age w ill g ive  
the am plitude distribution o f  the original im age directly.
It can also be seen  that the "M .G .+W .L." curve is beyond the "Normal" and the 
"M.G." curves for a w ide range o f  the fringe m odulation, i.e  the h ighest diffraction  
efficiency is achieved by adopting additional w hite-light illum ination to a m oving  
grating. This im plies that w hile a suitable optical bias, e .g . 56  % in this case, 
elim inates the sudden drop in the optim um  fringe velocity , it a lso  further enhances the 
diffraction efficiency.
5.3.3. The Influence of Optical Bias on Enhancement of The Diffraction 
Efficiency
F ig. 5 .4  has show n that the decrease in absolute diffraction effic ien cy  due to  w hite- 
light illum ination w ith  a m oving grating is  m uch sm aller than that w ith  a stationary  
grating. Therefore the application o f  optical bias w ill increase the enhancem ent o f  the 
diffraction efficiency. Fig. 5 .7  presents the experim ental results. Three curves  
correspond to the fringe m odulations m  =  0 .8 ,  m  =  0 .6 ,  and m  =  0 .4 ,  respectively .
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Fig. 5.7. The experimental results of the enhancement of 
the diffraction efficiency versus the optical bias.
W e can see  that as the w hite-light intensity increases, the enhancem ent o f  the 
diffraction efficiency  increases as w ell. This can be explained by the nonlinearity o f  
m oving gratings at large fringe m odulations: the optical bias decreases the actual 
fringe m odulation, and the sm aller the fringe m odulation is, the h igher the 
enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency. In the adopted w hite-light intensity range  
the three curves can be fit by p olyn om ials as:
G =  5 .0 7  +  3 .17  x  +  0 . 3 x 2 (5 .8 )
G = 3 .0 4  +  2 .0 8  x +  0.1 x 2 (5 .9 )
G =  1.89 +  1.81 x  +  0.1 x 2 (5 .1 0 )
for m =  0 .4 ,  m =  0 .6  and m =  0 .8  respectively , w here x d enotes the w hite-light 
intensity in relative unit. For a com parison, i f  w e  ch o o se  the w hite-light intensity to  
be 2 00  % in relative units the enhancem ents are 5 .5 , 7 .6  and 12.6  for m  =  0 .8 ,
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m =  0 .6  and m =  0 .4 ,  respectively. T h ey  are 1.9, 3 .0  and 5.1 in the case  w ithout a 
w hite-light illum ination.
5.4 Conclusions
From the ab ove experim ental results w e  can draw som e con clu sion s about applying 
optical b ias to a m ovin g  grating:
1. W ith a suitable w hite-light intensity, the sudden drop in the optim um  fringe velocity  
at fringe m odulations c lo se  to unity can be elim inated, w hich is beneficial to the  
holographic reconstruction in  the case o f  gratings w ith different fringe m odulations.
2. The influence o f  the optical bias on the absolute diffraction efficiency is 
com plicated: as the w hite-light intensity increases from zero, the diffraction efficiency  
increases as w ell until it reaches its m axim um  value at a specific  point. In this range, 
the diffraction efficiency is  higher than that w ithout w h ite-light illum ination. This 
cannot be explained by sim ply considering the influence o f  actual fringe m odulation on  
the diffraction efficiency. A s the w hite-light intensity increases further, the diffraction  
efficiency decreases. H ow ever  the decrease is not as serious as com pared to the case  
o f  a stationary grating.
3. W ith a suitable w hite light illum ination, the diffraction effic ien cy  seem s linearly 
dependent on the fringe m odulation w hich causes a distorted reconstruction. 
H ow ever, it m ay find applications for so m e particular cases.
4. B y  applying optical bias, w e  can increase the ratio o f  the diffraction efficiency w ith  
a m ovin g  grating to that w ith  a stationary grating.
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Chapter 6. Development of a Real-Time Intensity 
Correlator using BSO
6.1. Introduction
S in ce  V ander L ugt holographically fabricated the m atched spatial filter in 19646*1, 
coherent optical correlators have dom inated optical pattern recogn ition . C oherent 
correlators deal w ith  a com plex  signal, w here the processing o f  both phase and 
am plitude inform ation is  significant in m any cases. H ow ever, m ost actual objects are 
usually either incoherently illum inated or self-lum inous, and an incoherent optical 
system  is  therefore m ore suitable for actual object inputs. T h e incoherent optical 
system  has the ob v iou s advantage o f  no coherent noise and so an output o f  reasonable  
quality can be exp ected . Furtherm ore, the restrictions on the alignm ent accuracy o f  
the incoherent system  are relaxed, w hich  is  beneficial to a real-tim e processing system , 
perhaps in an industrial context.
A n incoherent correlator w hich  u ses a Fourier transform filter w as first proposed  by 
Lohm ann and W erlich6*2 . Then M u e t  al. alternatively used  a Fresnel transform  
filter6*3. From  a sam pling point o f  v iew , a Fresnel transform filter perform s as w ell as 
a Fourier transform  filter. H ow ever, in our case  a Fresnel transform  is preferable  
because it produces a m ore uniform light distribution w hich yields a m ore effective  
diffraction area, reduces the dem ands on the dynam ic range o f  the recording material, 
and alleviates the distortion w hen the m oving grating technique is  used. R ecent 
developm ents o f  intensity correlation include rotation invariant correlation6*4’ 6*5 , the 
u se o f  a laser d iod e array as an input d ev ice6*6 and the use o f  a B S O  as the real-tim e  
holographic recording m aterial3*5.
A lthough  reference 3 .5  has presented the results o f  real-tim e intensity correlation  
using B S O , there are still tw o problem s w hich need to be considered . First, the 
discrim ination is inherently low . For exam ple, i f  w e  consider the correlation o f  a on e­
dim ensional rectangular function o f  w idth "1", in the coherent ca se  the full w idth at 
half m axim um  intensity o f  the auto-correlation peak, w hich is  a m easure o f  the 
discrim ination, is approxim ately 0 .6 , w hereas it is 1 in the case o f  intensity correlation. 
Fig. 6.1 sh ow s the coherent and the intensity correlation o f  one-dim ensional 
rectangular function.
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Fig. 6.1. The coherent (left) and the intensity (right) correlation of an 
one-dimensional rectangular function.
In F ig. 6.1 the rectangular function  is  defined as:
rect =Va
0 lxl>-2
1 lxl<-2
and the triangle function is  defined as:
(6. 1)
tril xa
lxl> a 
lxl< a
(6.2)
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w here "a" is a constant. W e can see  from  Fig. 6.1 that the intensity distribution o f  the 
coherent correlation Ic is g iven  by:
Ic =  tri2(x ) (6 .3 )
and the half m axim um  intensity p oints can be deduced  to be at x  =  ± 1- , which
has an approxim ately fu ll w idth o f  o .6 . On the other hand, the intensity distribution o f  
the in tensity  correlation I { is given  by:
I; =  tr i(x ) (6 .4 )
and the half m axim um  intensity points can be deduced  to be at x  =  ± —, w hich  has a
full w idth o f  1. W e can see  that the full w idth o f  the half m axim um  intensity o f  the 
coherent auto-correlation peak  is  0 .6  that o f  the in tensity  auto-correlation peak.
S econ d , the diffracted light fluctuates due to the random  energy transfer betw een  
w riting beam s w ith a dynam ic grating. T he instability o f  the output intensity causes 
d ifficu lty  in setting the threshold.
T h is chapter presents further developm ents on real-tim e intensity correlators using  
B S O  relating to the problem s m entioned above. T w o  topics are involved: real-tim e  
edge-enhanced  intensity correlation and real-tim e intensity correlation enhanced by a 
m ovin g  grating.
6.2. Basic Intensity Correlator using a Fresnel Transform Filter
Chapter 2  described an optical system  perform ing a Fresnel transform  w here the  
input plane is  at the front foca l p lane o f  the transform  lens and the transform  plane is 
arbitrarily se lected  (F ig. 2 .3 ). For a m ore general case  the d istances betw een  the input 
plane and the transform  lens, and b etw een  the transform  lens and the transform  plane  
both can be selected  arbitrarily. T he Fresnel transform  o f  a signal is a m ixture o f  the  
properties o f  the space and frequency distributions o f  the signal. W ith a different 
selection  o f  the distances betw een  the optical elem ents, the Fresnel spectrum  w ill be
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Chapter 2 also described an optical correlator using  a Fresnel transform  filter w here  
tw o  transform  lenses w ere used  (Fig. 2 .4 ). I f  a convergent reference beam  is used to  
record the spatial filter, the optical correlator can be a m ore com p act system  w ith  only  
a sin g le  transform  lens. T he analysis b e low  is based on the ab ove considerations.
6.2.1. Fabrication of the Fresnel Transform Filter
F ig. 6 .2  is the configuration o f  the holographic recording system  used for the 
fabrication o f  the Fresnel transform  filter. P I is the input plane. L2 is the transform  
lens w h o se  focal length is  f. P 2 is the Fresnel p lane where a p h otosen sitive  plate is 
placed  to record the filter. A  convergent reference beam  is focu sed  to the point B in 
plane P3. T he d istances b etw een  P I and L 2, betw een  L2 and P 2, and b etw een  P 2 and 
P3 are d j , d2 , and d respectively .
totally different This offers flexibility in controlling the size and the uniformity of the
Fresnel spectrum.
Fig. 6.2. The optical system for fabricating a Fresnel 
transform filter.
S u p p ose  the input is  expressed  as f ( x ,y ) .  W ith in the Fresnel approxim ation the 
com p lex  ligh t distribution in  the plane P2 can be w ritten as:
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° (a ,P )  =  J J J J f  (x, y ) e x p |^ - [ ( ^  - x )2 + (rj -  y )2] |e x p  + rf)
expj^ [ ( a _ ° 2+(P-Ti)2]|dxdyd^ dTi
= JJf(x,y)exp 
- i 2 n
iTT (f-dj
K  trV f
(a2+p2) exp i7C (f-d.
f
(x2 + y2)
exp
l h ,
(xa+y|5) dxdy
(6.5)
w hich is a Fourier transform o f  the input w ith a quadratic phase factor, w here  
frfr = ( d , f + d 2f - d 1d 2) / f  is the effective  foca l length as com pared w ith f  in the  
standard Fourier transform [see  Eqs. (2 .8 ) and (2 .9 )], and (^ ,rj) and ( a ,p )  are the 
coordinate system s o f  L2 and P2, respectively . T he convergent reference beam  can be  
written as:
R(a,p) = e x p jj~ [ (a -h 0)2 + P2 (6.6)
w here h 0 is the distance betw een the convergent point B  and the origin o f  plane P3. 
T he intensity distribution due to the interference betw een the object and the reference  
beam s is given  by:
I(a,p) = |0(cx,p)+R(<x,p)|2 (6.7)
A fter exposure and d evelopm ent the Fresnel transform filter is fabricated. I f  the 
exposure takes p lace  at the linear region  o f  the T -E  curve o f  the ph otosen sitive  
plate6-7 , the am plitude transm ittance o f  the recorded filter w ill be proportional to the 
light intensity distribution, w hich has three diffraction terms. T he term relating to the 
correlation output is g iven  by:
t(oc,p) = 0*(a,p)R(a,p) (6.8)
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6.2.2. Optical Intensity Correlation using a Fresnel Transform Filter
T he optical intensity correlator using a Fresnel transform filter is  show n in F ig. 6 .3  
w here a rotating diffuser D  is used to transform the coherent laser beam  into tim e- 
averaged spatially incoherent. L  is the transform lens. P I , P 2 and P3 are the input 
plane, filter p lane and output plane, respectively . W e assum e that the foca l length o f  
L, and the d istances betw een  P I and L, betw een  L and P 2, and betw een  P2 and P3 are 
f, d j , d2 , and d, respectively , as in the recording system , to ensure that the Fresnel 
spectrum  o f  the input has the sam e sca le  as the fabricated filter.
B.E.
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Fig. 6.3. The optical intensity correlator using a Fresnel 
transform filter.
T o calculate the im pulse response o f  the optical system  w e  supp ose an input 
im pulse 5 ( x - x 0, y - y 0) being at P I . T he com p lex  light distribution at P 2 induced  
by the input im pulse is  g iven  by the Fresnel integration:
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E (a ,P) =  J J e x p j ^ j - [ ( ^ -  x0 ) 2 + (r) -  y 0 ) 2] |e x p  - ^ j ( ^ 2 +  Ti2)
expj^j-[(a -  ^ )2 + (P -  Ti)2]|d^ dT|
=  exp
exp
"V 2(a2+p2) exp i n  f  f - d r
eff
(x?+yo)
- \2 k
~ W ~
(xoa + y»P)
eff
(6 .9 )
This light field is then m odified  by the function o f  Eq. (6 .8 ), and the com p lex  light 
distribution in P3, w hich  is  the im pulse response, is g iven  by:
h(x',y'; x0,y0) = JJE(a,P)t(a,P)exp|^[(x' -a)2 +(y' —p)2]|dcxdp (6.10)
w here (x ' ,y ')  is the coordinate system  o f  P 3. Substituting E qs. (6 .5 ) , (6 .6 ) , (6 .8 ) and
(6 .9 ) into Eq. (6 .1 0 ), and com pleting the integration, w e  get the im pulse resp on se o f  
the optical system  as:
h (x ' ,y ';  x ,y )  =  C (x ’ ,y ';  x ,y ) f * ( x  +  a x ' - a h 0,y  +  ay') (6 .1 1 )
w here a =  fefr/d  is a scale factor, and C (x ',y ';  x ,y )  is a com p lex  constant. The  
intensity im pulse response is  g iven  by the square o f  the m odulus o f  the im pulse  
response, yielding:
hj(x', y ' ; x , y ) = | f ( x  +  a x ' - a h 0,y  +  ay')|2 (6 .1 2 )
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Suppose an optical signal with intensity distribution |f ' (x ,y ) |2 is at P I, the output
intensity at P 3, according to the optical linear system  theory, is g iven  by the 
integration:
w hich  is  the intensity correlation o f  the input signal w ith  the reference signal.
T he Fresnel transform p o ssesses  no shift invariance (see  chapter 2). A  shift in the 
input signal causes n ot on ly  an additional phase factor but also a d isplacem ent in its 
Fresnel spectrum . T hus w ith  coherent illum ination, the Fresnel spectrum  o f  a shifted  
input cannot overlap w ith  the filter area, and the output pattern is therefore input 
position  dependent. W ith spatially incoherent illum ination, the situation is different. 
In this case  the light distribution o f  a shifted input at the filter plane still covers the 
filter, therefore the p osition  o f  the input signal has no influence in the output pattern 
excep t for a corresponding d isp lacem en t
6.3 Real-Time Intensity Correlator using BSO
T he real-tim e intensity correlator using B S O  is  show n in Fig. 6 .4 . In the writing  
part, the collim ated argon-ion laser beam  is split into tw o beams; on e beam  is used to  
illum inate a transparency, input 1, and the other acts as the reference beam . L I form s 
the Fresnel transform o f  input 1 onto the crystal. T he focal length o f  L I is  f, and the  
distances betw een  input 1 and L I , and betw een  L I and the crystal are d g and d g',
respectively . In the reading part, a H e-N e  laser is  used to illum inate the rotating  
diffuser D  by w hich an incoherent light source is obtained. Input 2  is  the reference  
object, and L2 is the transform  lens. T he foca l length o f  L2 is  f , and the distances 
betw een  input 2  and L 2, and betw een  L2 and the crystal are d r and d r', respectively. 
T he reconstructed im age is detected  via a v id eo  cam era positioned  at the back focal 
plane o f  the transform lens L 3. The foca l length o f  L 3 is f '. A n interference filter IF  
and a polaroid  P w ere used  to suppress the background noise.
(6 .1 3 )
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Fig. 6.4 The experimental configuration of the real-time 
intensity correlator using a BSO crystal.
A gain  su p p ose that input 1 is expressed  as f(x ,y ), the com p lex  light distribution at 
the crystal p lane can be expressed , referring to Eq. (6 .5 ), as:
0 (a ,  p) = l f f (x  ,y)exp
17C ( f - d )
_^514^eff V
( a 2 + p2)
exp 171
^514 ^ eff
V + y 2) exp
J
(6 .1 4 )
-i27i ( x a + y P ) dxdy
w here feff =  (d gf +  d g' f - d gd g' ) / f ,  ( x ,y ) ,  (^ ,r |)  and ( a ,p )  are the coordinate system s  
o f  the planes o f  input 1, the lens L I and the crystal, respectively , and A514 is the  
w avelength  o f  the w riting argon laser. T he reference beam  is  a p lane w ave and can be  
described by:
R ( a ,p )  =  R 0exp -^i27t
y, 5^14
asin i^ 0 ( 6 . 1 5 )
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w here fr0 is the external angle that the reference beam  m akes w ith  the norm al to the  
crystal plane. A ssum ing that the object and reference beam s are o f  parallel 
polarization, the intensity pattern in the crystal p lane w ill be g iven  by:
I(a,P) = |0(a,p)+R (a,p)f (6.16)
T his light distribution form s a space-charge field w hich is proportional to the 
in h om ogen eou s light illum ination [see  Eq. (3 .1 4 ) w here the space-charge field  E^ is 
proportional to the fringe m odulation]. Considering only the term that is associated  
with the correlation output o f  the system , the space-charge fie ld  can be expressed  as:
EK(a,p)~o(a,P)R’ (a,P) (6 .1 7 )
T he photo-ind uced  space-charge field  m odulates the refractive index o f  the crystal via  
the linear electro -op tic  effect. T he change in the refractive index is given by [see  Eq. 
(3 .23 )]:
A n (a ,P )  =  n^r41E sc( a ,P )  (6 .1 8 )
w hich yields a phase m odulation:
9ircp(a, P) =  - —  TAn(oc, P) (6 .1 9 )
6^33
w here X633 is  the w avelength  o f  the readout H e-N e  laser, and T  is the th ickness o f  the 
crystal. The am plitude transmittance o f  the crystal is then g iven  by:
t (a ,P )  =  exp [icp (a ,p )]
=  l  +  iy O (a ,p )R * (a ,p )
(6.20)
2 k  3w here y = - — T n 0r41 is  a constant. T he final expression  in Eq. (6 .2 0 ) is valid for
6^33
sm all phase m odulation, w hich  is true for the hologram  recorded in  B SO .
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T o  calculate the intensity im pulse response o f  the optical system , w e  su p p ose that 
an im pulse f i ( x - x 0, y - y 0) is at the plane o f  input 2. The induced com p lex  light 
distribution at the crystal p lane, referring to E q (6 .9 ), can be expressed  as:
E (a ,  p) =  exp 17C'X f  'L A'633Aeff
- i2 7 t
' f - d ,
< f (a2 + p2) exp
i7t (  f - d r’
y f 1, A'633i eff f ( x » + y J )
exf 7— — (x0a + y0P)
^633^eff
(6.21)
w here fe{r' =  ( d rf' + d r' f' - d rd r' ) / f '. T o  ensure that the Fresnel transform s are form ed  
at the crystal at the appropriate sca les, d r, d r' and f' w ere all chosen  to  accom m odate  
the change in w avelength, i.e.
d. = l M di, dr. = 5 H d;>
633 633 633 (6.22)
This light field  is filtered by the recorded hologram , and the com p lex  light distribution  
at the output p lane ( x ' , y ') w ill be g iven  by the Fourier transform:
h ( x ' , y ' ; x 0y 0) =  JJ E (a , P)t* ( a ,  p) exp
T he conjugate transm ission function, t*(oc,p), is  encountered by this beam  b ecau se it is 
counter-propagating to the w riting beam s. Substituting Eqs. (6 .2 0 ) and (6 .2 1 ) into  
Eq. (6 .2 3 ) and perform ing the integration w e  can obtain the im pulse resp on se o f  the 
system  as:
h(x' ,y ' ; x 0, y 0) =  C (x ', y ' ; x 0, y 0 ) f  * ( x 0 +  ax' + f efrsin , y 0 +  ay ') (6 .2 4 )
w here a — fetr /f"  is  the scale factor. W e can see  that the scale o f  the im pulse  
resp on se can be changed by ch oosin g  different values o f  d r, d r' , f' and f ". I f  they
—i27U
A,633f
-(ax'+Py1) d a d p (6 .2 3 )
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are chosen  such that fefr' =  f " ,  unity m agnification can be obtained. W ith a further
assum ption that f ' ' = ------ f , the im pulse response function can be sim p lified  as:633
h(x' ,y ' ; x 0, y 0) =  C (x ' , y ' ; x 0, y 0 ) f  * ( x 0 +  x' + fs in  O0, y 0 +  y ') (6 .2 5 )
T he intensity im pulse response function is then g iven  by:
1^  ( x ' , y ' ; x, y ) =  |f  (x  +  x' + fsin i> 0, y  +  y ’ )|2 (6 .2 6 )
I f  an optical signal w ith an intensity distribution o f  |f' ( x ,y ) |2 is  input 2 , the intensity  
distribution at the output p lane w ill be g iven  by the integration:
I ( x \ y ' )  = JJ|f'(x,y)|2|f(x + x' +fsini50,y + y,)|2dxdy (6 .2 7 )
w hich  is  recogn ized  as the intensity correlation.
6.4 Real-Time Edge-Enhanced Intensity Correlation with BSO
T o  im prove the discrim ination o f  the intensity correlator, the edge-enhancem ent 
technique can be adopted. E specially  in a correlator using B S O , the ed ge-  
enhancem ent can be perform ed in real-tim e by nonlinear holographic recordings. 
C oherent ed g e  enhancem ent using B S O  has been previously reported by Huignard and 
H en ia u 6-8. B y  reversing the conventional object-to-reference beam  ratio (O /R ) 
during holographic recording (i.e . m aking the object beam  intensity m uch greater than 
the reference beam  intensity), an ed ge-enhanced  im age w as obtained. This 
phenom enon has been analysed by Feinberg6-9. C onnors et al. have applied coherent 
ed g e  enhancem ent to optical correlation using four-w ave m ixing architecture in 
photorefractive materials^-2. The results o f  references 3 .2 , 6 .8  and 6 .9  can be 
extended to an incoherent system . B y  reversing the object-to-reference beam  ratio, 
the real-tim e edge-enhancem ent operation as w ell as the intensity correlation itse lf can  
be ach ieved  using B S O .
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6.4.1. Incoherent Edge-Enhancement using a BSO
S u p p ose that input 1 in F ig. 6 .4  is  expressed  as f(x ,y ). T he interference pattern  
betw een  the F resnel transform  o f  f(x ,y ) and the uniform  reference beam  w ill generate a 
periodic array o f  refractive index grating planes within the vo lu m e o f  the crystal. T he  
m odulation depth o f  th is vo lu m e grating, w h ich  directly determ ines the diffracted beam  
intensity, is  described by [see  Eq. (3 .6)]:
mfcc E) 2|°(cc.P)||r (cx.P)|
 ^ ’H 0 ( a , p ) | 2 + |R(a,p)f
(6 .2 8 )
w here 0 ( a ,( 3 )  and R ( a ,p )  are the object (Fresnel spectrum ) and the reference beam s 
at the crystal p lane, respectively .
In the case  o f  conventional holographic conditions (O /R  ~  1/2) it is clear that in all 
regions o f  the crystal |R (a ,P ) | > |0 (c x ,p ) |,  and so  a linear recording o f  the object is
possib le. U nder these conditions, the intensity im pulse response o f  the optical system  
is g iven  by Eq. (6 .26 )
In the case  o f  nonlinear recording, on the other hand (i.e. w ith  the reversed object- 
to-reference beam  ratio, 0 / R » l ) ,  at the bright and dark reg ions o f  the Fresnel
spectrum , | 0 ( a , P ) | »  [R(cx, p)| and |0 ( a ,p ) |  « | R ( a , p ) | ,  respectively . T hus within  
these regions m (a ,  P) is  very sm all. It is ev ident that m ( a ,p )  takes its m axim um  value  
o f  unity only in the regions w here the intensity o f  the Fresnel spectrum  is equal to that 
o f  the reference beam . There is a direct intensity relationship betw een  the Fresnel 
spectrum  and the input: the high intensity regions o f  the Fresnel spectrum  correspond  
directly to the transm issive regions o f  the input transparency. T herefore, the  
m axim um  m odulation o f  the grating w ill occur at the regions corresponding to the 
transition betw een  the bright and dark portions o f  the input object; i.e . at the ed g es o f  
the object. T hus, w ith  nonlinear holographic recording in the B S O  crystal, the 
intensity im pulse response o f  the optical system  should be m odified  as:
hj ( x ' , y ’ ; x, y ) =  ^  (x' + x  +  fsinfr0, y' + y ) |2 (6 .2 9 )
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w here the subscript "ed" denotes the edge-enhanced  signal.
I f  input 2  is a p inhole at the origin, to sim ulate a delta function, the output intensity  
w ill be g iven  by the convolution  o f  this delta function w ith the intensity im pulse 
response. T h is y ie ld s as the output o f  the system :
w hich  is the incoherent edge-enhanced  version  o f  the input o b je c t
6 .4 .2  In te n s ity  E d g e -E n h a n ce d  C o rre la tio n
T he principle o f  the intensity ed ge-enhanced  correlation using nonlinear recording  
in B S O  differs from  that o f  the previously reported coherent version . In the coherent 
correlator the nonlinearly recorded hologram  acts as a high-pass spatial filter, ensuring  
that only the high-frequency content o f  the Fourier spectrum  o f  input 2 w ill contribute  
to the output. In the intensity correlator, how ever, due to the spatially incoherent 
readout, this coherent filtering d oes not take p lace any m ore. T herefore, i f  input 2 is 
described by f (x ,y ) ,  then the output intensity is given by the con volu tion  o f
|f' (x , y ) |2 w ith  the intensity im pulse response g iven  in Eq. (6 .29 ), yielding:
w hich is the intensity cross-correlation o f  the full im age o f  input 2  w ith  the ed ge-  
enhanced version  o f  the im age o f  input 1. In order that the ed ge-enhanced  auto­
correlation is  obtained, input 2 m ust a lso  be the edge-enhanced  version  o f  the object. 
A s input 2 can  be treated as the reference sign al in the arrangem ent o f  Fig. 6 .4  (input 1 
is the unknow n object to be recogn ized  in this case), som e p re-processing o f  input 2  
can take p lace w ithout jeopardising the operation speed o f  the system . T he ed ge-  
enhanced version  o f  input 2  is thus easily  obtained by using com puter im age  
processing  beforehand. C onsequently, the output in tensity  becom es:
I (x ’ ,y ')  = | f ed(x' + fsin  fr0, y' ) |2 (6 .3 0 )
(6 .3 1 )
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I(x ', y') = JJ|f (x, y)|2|C  (x' +x + fs im \,y ' +y)|2dxdy (6.32)
which is the edge-enhanced intensity correlation, as desired.
6 .4 .3  E x p e r im e n ts  a n d  R esu lts
In the experiment, the crystal orientation is as Fig. 3.2, to obtain the maximum 
diffraction efficiency. The argon laser was expanded and adjusted to be 5 m W /cm 2 
at the crystal. The applied electric field across the crystal is 6.25 kV /cm . The angle 
f>0 was adjusted so that the average spatial period of the holographic fringes in the 
crystal was 20 pm. The setting of the fringe spacing at 20 pm is a compromise 
between achieving as large a fringe spacing as possible (to maximize the Bragg 
acceptance angle) and allowing the zero-order and the diffracted image to be spatially 
separated within the confines of the system. The He-Ne laser used in the readout part 
was adjusted to be 15 mW.
Fig. 6.5 shows the image to be recognised, which is used as input 1. For 
conventional correlation, it is also the reference image and used as input 2.
F ig . 6 .5 . T h e  im a g e  to  b e r e c o g n ise d , w h ich  is  u sed  a s  
in p u t 1 an d  in p u t  2 fo r  co n v e n tio n a l in te n s ity  
c o r r e la t io n .
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Fig. 6.6 shows the intensity auto-correlation result obtained with the optical system 
shown in Fig. 6.4 under the conditions of normal holographic recording (the object-to- 
reference beam ratio is about 1:2). It can be seen that the correlation peak is fairly 
wide.
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Fig. 6 .6 . T h e  in te n s ity  co r r e la tio n  resu lt o b ta in e d  
w ith  c o n v e n tio n a l h o lo g r a p h ic  r e c o r d in g  
in BSO (O /R  = 1/2 in a v e r a g e ) .
In order to obtain edge-enhanced auto-correlation, the reference image should be 
edge-enhanced version, and can be generated by computer pre-processing. Fig. 6.7 
shows such an image which is the edge-enhanced version of Fig. 6.5 and is used as 
input 2. The unknown image is input 1.
F ig . 6 .7 . T h e  c o m p u te r -g e n e r a ted  e d g e -e n h a n c e d  im a g e  
u sed  as in p u t 2 in th e  in ten sity  c o r r e la to r .
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Fig. 6.8 shows the real-time edge-enhanced intensity auto-correlation result when 
the object of Fig. 6.5 is fed into the optical system. The object-to-reference beam 
ratio is chosen to be about 10:1 for nonlinear holographic recording. It is clear that 
the correlation peak is much sharper.
F ig . 6 .8 . T h e  in ten sity  c o r r e la t io n  resu lt o b ta in e d  
w ith  n o n lin ea r  h o lo g r a p h ic  r e c o r d in g  in
B S O  (O /R  = 10 /1 ) in a v e r a g e ) .
In order that a quantitative comparison can be obtained, 3-D plots of Fig. 6.6 and 
Fig. 6.8 were generated and shown in Fig. 6.9 (a) and (b), respectively. This was 
done by detecting the optical correlation pattern with a video camera and then feeding 
the signal into an image processing computer where a surface plot of the image is 
plotted with normalized values.
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(a) with conventional holographic recording.
(b) with nonlinear holographic recording.
Fig. 6.9. 3-1) plots of the intensity correlation results.
It was noted that the full width at half maximum intensity of the auto-correlation 
peak in Fig. 6.9 (b) is one-fifth of that in Fig. 6.9 (a); i.e. a significant improvement in 
the discrimination (see section 7.4.1) of the intensity correlator has been achieved by 
the edge-enhancement operation.
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6.5. Improved Real-Time Intensity Correlation by Moving Gratings
6.5.1 Factors Concerning The Application of a Moving Grating
It has been dem onstrated in chapter 4  that the stability and the effic ien cy  o f  the  
diffraction from  gratings recorded on B S O  can be considerably im proved by m eans o f  
a m ovin g  grating. For actual applications, h ow ever, tw o factors should  be taken into 
account: first, the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency is  fringe m odulation
dependent (Fig. 4 .9 ); secon d , the optim um  fringe velocity  is also fringe m odulation  
dependent (Fig. 4 .8 ) , and is proportional to the total intensity o f  the w riting beams 
(F ig. 4 .1 2 ). A s the intensity distribution o f  an input on the holographic plane is 
usually not uniform , the fringe m odulation and the total intensity o f  the w riting beam s 
are not uniform  as w ell. T h ese cause problem s in the im age reconstruction . In fact, 
w ith a fixed fringe ve loc ity , the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency  for different 
parts (or different spatial frequencies) o f  the recorded  im age is different. T hus the  
reconstructed im age is som ew hat distorted. T he situation b ecom es m ore serious in 
Fourier transform  holography, for the m axim um  o f  the Fourier p ow er  spectrum  o f  
m ost im ages is the dc peak, and the spectrum  drops by several orders o f  m agnitude at 
high spatial frequencies. If w e  ch o o se  a fringe ve loc ity  suitable for the high spatial 
frequency com ponents, the diffraction from  the lo w  spatial frequency com p on en ts will 
be suppressed seriously , and v ice  versa.
T here are tw o  strategies to alleviate this situation: first by adopting the Fresnel 
transform, and secon d  by using ed ged  objects. T he Fresnel spectrum  has a relatively  
uniform  light distribution and can be easily  controlled  by selecting different Fresnel 
planes. T he ed ged  object has a less pronounced dc peak  and so  the large variations in 
Fourier p ow er spectrum  are avoided. H ow ever , w ith a coherent system , the Fresnel 
transform  has no space invariant property, w hich cau ses object p osition in g  problem s. 
A lso  the actual objects are norm ally not ed ge-enhanced  and the ed g e  enhancem ent pre­
p rocessing m ay bring about further problem s. Fortunately, w ith  incoherent 
illum ination the space variance o f  the Fresnel transform  places no restrictions on the 
object position ing , and w ith a photorefractive crystal for dynam ic holographic  
recording, ed ge enhancem ent can be realized by m eans o f  nonlinear recording in real­
tim e. T herefore the m oving  grating technique is im m ediately appropriate to  
applications in real-tim e intensity correlation.
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6.5.2. Real-Time Intensity Correlation by Moving Gratings
T h e configuration is the sam e as Fig. 6 .4 , ex cep t that a piezom irror is inserted in 
the path o f  the reference beam  to obtain frequency  detuning. B ecau se  o f  the nonlinear 
resp on se to d ifferent parts o f  input 1, w hen the grating is m oving, the intensity im pulse  
resp on se o f  the optical correlator g iven  by E q .(6 .26 ) should be m od ified  to:
W e w ill see  that by using the Fresnel transform  and an ed ged  object, there is no  
ob viou s difference betw een  the cross-correlation  given  by Eq. (6 .3 4 ) and the auto­
correlation o f  the object.
6.5.3 Experiments and Results
A lthough  real-tim e edge-enhanced  intensity correlation can be achieved as 
dem onstrated in section  6 .4 , in this experim ent w e  use an ed ged  object and adopt 
conventional holographic recording for initial dem onstrations. T he edge-enhanced  
object is show n in F ig. 6 .7 . Fig. 6 .1 0  presents the intensity correlation results, (a) is 
obtained w ith a stationary grating, w h ile  (b) is  obtained w ith a m ovin g  grating.
(6 .3 3 )
w here the subscript "d" d en otes the distorted im age. Thus w e  can only obtain a 
cross-correlation in output w h en  the input 2  is  the sam e as the input T.
(6 .3 4 )
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(a) w ith  a s ta t io n a r y  g ra tin g .
(b) w ith  a m o v in g  g ra tin g .
F ig . 6 .10 . T h e  r e a l-t im e  in ten s ity  co rre la tio n  
resu lts w ith  B S O  cry sta l.
We suspect that the background noise in (b) is much lower than that in (a), showing 
the enhancement of the diffraction efficiency by a moving grating. To show this more 
clearly, Fig. 6.11 presents three-dimensional plots of Fig. 6.10. Again (a) corresponds 
to a stationary grating while (b) corresponds to a moving grating.
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(a) C o r r e sp o n d in g  to  s ta t io n a r y  g ra tin g .
(b) C o r r e sp o n d in g  to  m o v in g  g ra tin g .
F ig . 6 .1 1 . 3 -D  p lo ts  o f  th e  in te n s ity  c o r r e la t io n s  
c o r r e sp o n d in g  to  F ig . 6 .10 .
We can see that the height of the background noise in (b) is about one-third that in (a). 
The enhanced signal-to-noise ratio in the output is a significant advantage in the case 
of noisy environments. We can also see that there is no obvious difference in the 
sharpness of the correlation peak between (a) and (b), although the former 
corresponds to the auto-correlation of the object while the latter corresponds to the
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cross-correlation  g iven  in Eq. (6 .3 4 ). This is  because the u se  o f  the Fresnel transform  
filter and the edged  object in this experim ent a lleviates the problem s m entioned  above.
T h e im provem ent in the stability o f  the peak  correlation intensity is significant, in 
com m on  w ith  the data show n in Fig. 4 .7  w here the tem poral variations o f  the 
diffracted beam  are provided for both w ith  a m oving grating and w ith  a stationary 
grating.
6.6. Conclusions
W e have proposed a purely optical edge-enhanced  intensity correlation by  nonlinear  
holographic recording in B S O . There are alternative edge-enhancem ent techniques 
such as com puter pre-processing6-10 ancj holographic derivative filtering6-11. 
H ow ever, w ith  a hybrid com puter-optical system , the high-speed  processin g  advantage  
o f  the optical p rocessor is  restricted by the operating speed o f  the com puter. On the 
other hand, w ith  a holographic derivative filter, the light efficiency o f  the optical 
system  is quite lo w  due to the use o f  tw o sequential optical diffraction elem ents. B y  
com parison the proposed  technique has the advantages o f  high speed processing  and 
high light effic ien cy . T h ese are o f  practical sign ificance.
T he dynam ic holographic recording in B S O  can be im proved by the m oving  grating 
technique. H ow ev er  the dependence o f  the enhancem ent o f  the diffraction efficiency  
on the fringe m odulation, and the dependence o f  the optim um  fringe v e lo c ity  on the 
fringe m odulation and on the w riting beam  intensity cause a distorted reconstruction. 
To alleviate this effect, a Fresnel transform hologram  and edge-enhanced  object should  
be used . For norm al object input, the real-tim e ed ge enhancem ent technique can be 
adopted.
T he Fresnel transform  in the real-tim e intensity correlator has the advantages o f  
producing a m ore effective  diffraction area w ithin the B S O , reducing the dem ands on  
the dynam ic range o f  the material, and alleviating the distorted reconstruction by a 
m ovin g  grating.
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Chapter 7 Applications of a Liquid Crystal Television in a 
Real-Time Optical Correlator
F or a real-tim e optical processor the ch oice  o f  a real-tim e input d ev ice , as w ell as 
the real-tim e holographic recording m edium , is sign ifican t A s a type o f  spatial light 
m odulator, the liquid crystal telev ision  (L C T V ) has the advantages o f  being  
com m ercially  available, inexpensive and having a co lou r display, and has been  w idely  
used in optical data processing7-1, pattern recognition7-2’ 7-3, sp eck le  m etro logy7-4 , 
w h ite-light im age processing7-5 and optical neural netw orks7-6. A s the d evice  keeps  
im proving in term s o f  resolution , contrast ratio and surface flatness, it is  found to have 
m ore and m ore applications.
In this chapter w e  dem onstrate that a co lou r L C T V  can be u sed  as a real-tim e input 
device  in an intensity correlator to realize co lou r object recogn ition , and that the 
E pson  liquid crystal display can be used  to display a com puter-generated synthetic  
discrim inant function in the real-tim e intensity correlator to realize m ulti-class object 
recognition . Then w e  su g g est a further research topic: using the E pson  liquid crystal 
display to im plem ent a n ew  am plitude-only spatial filter, the quantized am plitude- 
com pensated  m atched filter7-7 , in  the 4 - f  optical system .
7.1 Optical Properties of Twisted Nematic Liquid Crystals
F ig. 7 .1  sh ow s the construction o f  a transm issive type, tw isted  nem atic liquid  
crystal cell. It con sists o f  tw o g lass substrates coated  on their inner surfaces w ith  the 
transparent e lectrod e, and separated by several m icrons from each  other. A  nem atic  
liquid crystal material fills the space betw een  the tw o  substrates. On the inner 
surfaces o f  the substrates, an oriented fine g roove structure is form ed, w hich  orients 
the direction o f  the liquid crystal m olecu les (director) on the surfaces. T he tw o  
substrates are arranged such that the m olecular directors on  the surfaces are 
perpendicular to each other, w hich cau ses a gradual tw ist in orientation o f  the liquid  
crystal m o lecu les  betw een  the substrates. T o the outer surfaces o f  the g lass substrates 
are attached a linear polarizer and a linear analyzer associated w ith  the incident light 
and the em erging light, respectively. For the parallel arrangement, the polarization
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direction o f  the polarizer is coincident w ith  the m olecular director on the incident 
surface, and the polarization direction o f  the analyzer is  parallel to that o f  the polarizer.
Polarizer
Substrate 
Electrode 
L C . Layer 
Electrode 
Substrate
Analyzer
Fig. 7.1. Twisted nematic liquid crystal cell in 
the case without an electric field.
W ith no voltage applied across the liquid crystal layer, the incident polarized light, 
as it transverses the liquid crystal layer, is gradually tw isted  in its polarization direction  
by the liquid crystal m olecu les. T his is the tw isted  nem atic effect. W hen the light 
reaches the back o f  the cell, its polarization direction is rotated by 90° and becom es  
perpendicular to that o f  the analyzer, and the light is b locked. This is  the fully "off" 
condition o f  the liquid crystal cell.
W hen  a voltage is  applied across the liquid c iy sta l layer the direction o f  the 
m olecu les in the layer tends to be oriented along the direction o f  the applied field , as 
sh ow n  in F ig. 7 .2 . The tw isted  nem atic effect o f  the liquid crystal m olecu les becom es  
w eaker, and the polarization direction o f  the light em erging form  the liquid crystal cell 
w ill n o t be fully perpendicular to that o f  the analyzer. This is "on" condition  o f  the 
liquid crystal cell.
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Fig. 7.2. Twisted nematic liquid crystal cell 
in the case with an electric field.
W ith a non-zero angle b etw een  the polarization direction o f  the polarizer and the 
m olecular director on  the incident surface, a controlled  birefringence e ffec t is  involved , 
giving rise to the term "hybrid field  effect". The voltage-dependent intensity  
transm ission o f  the tw isted  nem atic liquid crystal ce ll can be expressed , for the parallel 
polarizer and analyzer, as7-8:
T, 1 _ p(TN)1 rR l - s i n 2(2 \ |/)s in 2
"AcpVl 2 J. (7 .1 )
w here \j/ is the angle betw een  the polarization direction o f  the polarizer and the  
m olecular director on the incident surface, Acp is  the phase retardation acquired in the 
liquid crystal cell, and is  the rotatory p ow er associated w ith  the tw isted  nem atic  
effect w hich  is g iven  by7-9:
p(TN)
rR
s in 2 ^ ( l  +  U 2fi l_ 2 V _1 l +  U 2 (7 .2 )
w here
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U  =  2T (A n )/A ,, (7 .3 )
X is the w avelength  o f  the incident light, T  is the thickness o f  the liquid crystal cell, 
and An is  the birefringence. T he phase retardation Atp is a function o f  the applied  
voltage V , and can be expressed  by7-10:
Acp = <K m(V /V 0 - l )
< P m (l-P /V )
w h en  (V /V 0 - l ) « 1  
w h en  (V /V 0 - 1 )  » 1
(7 .4 )
w here V0 is the threshold vo ltage , a  and P are know n functions o f  the elastic  
constants and the dielectric anisotropy o f  the liquid crystal, and cpm =  27uT(n0 - n J / A ,  
is the m axim um  phase shift w ith  n 0 and n e being the ordinary and extraordinary  
refractive in d exes o f  the liquid crystal, respectively .
7.2 Colour Image Intensity Correlation with a Colour LCTV
C olour im age correlation by optical techniques is an attractive top ic since all visible  
signals are strictly polychrom atic and m ay n ot be com pletely  described by the shape  
inform ation alone. A s a matter o f  fact, the co lou r inform ation o f  a signal m ay prove  
m ore significant in distinguishing the signal from  others. Therefore the extension  o f  
optical correlation from  m onochrom atic to polychrom atic signals w ou ld  further 
enhance the capability o f  optical pattern recognition . The earlier w orks on co lou r  
im age correlation w ere based on m ultiplexed volum e hologram s, and w ere carried ou t  
by Shi7-11, C ase7-12, and Ishii and M urata7 -13. Their techniques have tw o  major 
drawbacks: lo w  diffraction efficiency due to  m ulti-exposure holography, and co lou r  
cross-ta lk  due to  the spatially overlapped subhologram s. T hen, Y u  and C hao7-14 
proposed  a grating based co lou r signal correlation. Their correlator p o ssesses  no  
colou r cross talk since the subhologram s for three primary co lours are spatially 
separated. H ow ever  the use o f  the diffraction grating reduces the light efficiency. 
A fterw ards, M u et al7-15 used a m ulti-w avelength  Fresnel transform filter in an 
intensity correlator to realize co lou r im age correlation. M u's p rocessor has the  
advantages o f  high light e ffic ien cy  and no colour cross-talk.
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For real-tim e co lou r im age processing, a co lou r spatial light m odulator is  required. 
M ost spatial light m odulators have only a m onochrom e display, and so  cannot be 
applied to a co lou r im age input directly. R ecently  co lou r liquid crystal televisions  
have been com m ercially  available and have been used  in coherent correlators. Y u  et 
al applied a co lou r L C T V  to the m atched filter based correlator7-16 and the jo int 
transform based correlator7-17 for co lou r pattern recognition. H ow ever  the colour  
L C T V  has a serious drawback, in the coherent optical system , o f  the lack  o f  space  
invariance even  after it has been im m ersed in a liquid gate. This is caused  by the 
in h om ogen eity  o f  the transparent electrodes and o f  the colour filter in the liquid crystal 
display, and by the coupled  phase m odulation o f  the liquid crystal m olecu les. This 
difficulty can be overcom e by using an optical intensity correlator, w here the phase
____  Avariation o f  the L C T V , additive to the input signal, d oes n ot play a r o le .  In this 
section  w e  present such an optical system  w hich u ses the co lou r L C T V  in a m ulti­
w avelength  Fresnel-transform -based intensity correlator. It p o ssesses  high light 
e ffic ien cy , no colour cross talk, and space invariant correlation.
7.2.1 Synthesis of a Multi-Wavelength Fresnel Transform Filter
Fig. 7.3. The optical system to synthesize the multi-wavelength 
Fresnel holographic filters.
T he optical system  to synthesise the m ulti-w avelength Fresnel Transform  filter is 
sh ow n  in F ig . 7 .3 , w hich  is  the sam e as F ig. 6 .2 , excep t that three primary co lou r lasers 
(red, green, and b lue) are em p loyed  for the holographic recordings. A  co lou r object is 
placed at the input plane P I , and a photographic plate sensitive to the three primary
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colou rs is placed at P2. T he m ulti-w avelength Fresnel transform filter is fabricated by 
sequential holographic recordings at each w avelength . W ith each exposure the 
corresponding illuminating laser beam has a suitable tilt angle to ensure that the 
Fresnel spectra o f  the three primary colour signals are spatially separated. All 
parameters are the sam e as in  F ig. 6 .2 .
Supp ose that the co lou r object is expressed  by:
f ( x ,y )  =  fr( x ,y )  +  fg( x ,y )  +  fb( x ,y )  (7 .5 )
w here the subscript r, g , and b denote the red, green, and blue co lours respectively. 
W e con sid er the subhologram  recording process for the red inform ation. A ssu m e that 
the tilt angle o f  the red illum inating beam is f>r. T he Fresnel transform o f  the red
signal f r(x , y ) is  g iven , sim ilar to Eq. (6 .5 ), by:
exp in  f  f-d.
\
fr(x,y)exp i7t f f d‘ l(a2+p2)j
.^ r^ eff f J J (7 .6 )
U f f
( x 2 + y 2) exp - i 2 j t ( x a + y |3 ) dxdy
w here XT d enotes the w avelength  o f  red laser, exp i27txsin iT d en otes the tilted
illum inating red laser beam. The tilt angle determ ines the location  o f  the Fresnel 
spectrum  at P2. A s a m atter o f  fact, Eq. (7 .6 ) d en otes a Fourier transform o f  a 
function w ith a linear phase shift, and the linear phase shift brings about a positional 
disp lacem ent in the Fourier spectrum  w hich is a lso  the Fresnel spectrum  o f  the original 
signal.
T he converging  reference beam  can be expressed  as:
R r(a ,(3 ) =  exp -i7 tXrdj ( a - h 0 ) 2 + p 2] (7 .7 )
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w here h 0 is again the distance betw een  the point B  and the origin o f  P3.
A fter recording, the desired spatial filter for  the red colour inform ation is created. 
T he transmittance function o f  the filter associated  w ith  the correlation output is given  
by:
Sim ilarly, the spatial filters for the green and blue inform ation can be recorded with  
different tilt angles o f  the illuminating beam s, f i g a n d f ib. T he corresponding
transm ittances Tg(a ,(3 ) and Tb( a ,p )  are g iven  by:
W e note that by ch oosin g  suitable tilt angles o f  the illuminating beam s, the three 
subhologram s w ou ld  be spatially separated and three primary co lou r filters can be 
correspondingly inserted in front o f  them . Thus high diffraction efficiency  can be 
obtained and colour cross-talk  can be elim inated.
7.2.2. Real-Time Colour Image Intensity Correlator
T he real-tim e optical co lou r im age correlator is  sh ow n  in F ig. 7 .4 . A  co lou r C C D  
detector v iew s the co loured  object and feed s the signal received  to the co lou r L C T V  
w hich is illuminated by three primary co lou r laser beam s. Lens L I im ages the colour  
im age on the L C T V  on to  a rotating diffuser D . L2 is the transform lens. Three 
primary colour filters C F are inserted in front o f  the three corresponding  
subhologram s. The output signal is  received  by a co lou r C C D  d etector and displayed  
on a co lou r m onitor.
Tr(a,p) = o;(a,p)Rr(a,p) (7 .8 )
Tg(a,p) = 0;(a,p)R g(a,P) 
Tb(a,p) = o;(a,p)R b(a,p)
(7 .9 )
(7 .1 0 )
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Fig. 7.4. The real-time colour image intensity correlator.
S upp ose that a red input im pulse S r( x - x 0, y - y 0) is at plane P L  W ith the sam e  
deduction in section  6 .2 .2 , w e  can obtain the intensity im pulse response w hich  is 
sim ilar to Eq. (6 .12):
h ri(x ' ,y ' ;  x,y) = |f,(x + ax’-ah0,y+ay')|2 (7.11)
W e note that the tilt angle o f  the illuminating beam , f>r, d oes n ot appear in the 
intensity im pulse response. W e conclude that w hile the tilt angles o f  the illuminating  
beam , Or, i3-g an d f> b, su ccessfu lly  separate three subhologram s w ith  each other, the 
tilt angle has no in fluence on the intensity im pulse response.
Sim ilarly the green intensity im pulse response h^ ( x ' , y ’ ; x , y ) and the blue intensity  
im pulse response h bi ( x ' , y ' ; x , y )  can be w ritten as:
hp ( x \  y ' ; x , y ) =  |fg (x  +  ax' -ah 0, y  +  ay' )|2 
h bi ( x ' , y ' ; x , y )  =  |fb(x  +  ax' -a h 0, y  +  ay’)|2
For an input co lou r object w ith  the intensity  transmittance:
| f ' ( x ,y ) |2 = | f ’r ( x ,y ) |2 + | f ' g ( x , y ) 2 +  |f 'b ( x ,y ) |
(7.12)
(7.13)
(7.14)
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the output in tensity  at plane P3 w ill be g iv en  by:
I ( x ' , y ’) =  J J [ |f  r (x , y ) f  |fr (x  +  ax’ - h 0, y  +  ay’ )|2 +  | f  g (x , y  )|2
f g (x  +  ax’ - h 0, y  +  ay’ )|2 +  |f  ’ b (x , y  )|2 |fb ( x + ax' - h 0, y  +  ay' )|2 ]dxdy
(7 .1 5 )
w hich  is the co lou r im age intensity correlation. It can be seen  that there are no co lou r  
cross-ta lk  term s in Eq. (7 .1 5 ). This is  because that three primary co lou r filters 
inserted in front o f  the corresponding subhologram s filter out the redundant co lou r  
information.
7.2.3. Experimental Results
In the experim ents w e ch ose  the bichrom atic signal o f  a red "E" and a green "G" 
show n in F ig. 7 .5  as the colour im age. T he extent o f  the tw o  primary co loured  
Fresnel spectra o f  the colour signal w as about 3 .0  mm. Their spatial separation w as  
about 1.0 m m . A g fa  G evaert 8E 75 holographic plates and a bleaching p rocess w ere  
em ployed  for  the m ulti-w avelength Fresnel transform filter recordings. A  diffraction  
efficiency o ver  3 0  % w as obtained. A  C itizen T 5 3 0  co lou r L C T V  w as used as the 
real-tim e input d evice. The pixel num ber o f  the L C T V  screen ( 5 . 4 x 4 . 2  c m 2) w as  
m easured, using a travelling m icroscop e, to be about 2 2 0 x 1 6 0 .  W ith the projection  
o f  H e-N e  laser light through the T V  screen the contrast ratio w as m easured to be 10:1 
(defined as the ratio o f  the intensities for  a fu lly "on" pixel to a fu lly "off' p ixel o f  the  
input).
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F ig . 7 .5 . T h e  co lo u r  o b je c t  u sed  fo r  th e sy n th e s is  o f  th e  
m u lti-w a v e len g th  F resn e l tr a n sfo r m  filter .
Fig. 7.6 shows the auto-correlation result when the same colour image is fed into 
the correlator of Fig. 7.4. There is a bright yellow colour spot in the centre. If only a 
red "E" or a green "G" is fed into the correlator, a red or green spot will be in the 
centre. Suppose a bichromatic signal of a green "E" and a red "G" is fed into the 
colour LCTV, which has same shape but different colour distribution with respect to 
the reference bichromatic signal. The red colour filter, which is in front of the 
subhologram recorded for "E" in the reference signal, will block the light coming from 
the green "E", and the green colour filter, which is in front of the subhologram 
recorded for "G" in the reference signal, will block the light coming from the red "G". 
Thus we can only get a composite of the cross-correlation of "E" and "G" in red 
colour and in green colour yielding a yellow cross-correlation pattern, and no bright 
centre spot appears in the output plane at all. Therefore the real-time correlator 
recognizes the colour information as well as the shape information in an object.
1 1 0
F ig . 7 .6 . T h e  a u to -c o r r e la t io n  r e su lt  o f  th e c o lo u r  o b ject.
T h e  c o m b in a tio n  o f  th e  r e d  an d  th e  g reen  s ig n a l 
y ie ld sa  b r ig h t y e llo w  c o r r e la t io n  p eak .
For a complicated colour object, the colour of the auto-correlation peak lies on a 
specific point of the CIE chromaticity diagram7-18. The object is distinguished 
uniquely by the combined measurements of the intensity and the chromaticity 
coordinates of the correlation peak. Although in our experiment three primary colour 
lasers were used in the correlator, an extended white-light source can be employed. 
In this case three narrow band colour filters6-3 should be employed and the rotating 
diffuser can be removed. We noted that the shift o f the colour image in the LCTV 
screen, caused by the displacement of the input object, had no influence on the output 
correlation. By comparison, when using a coherent optical processor and an LCTV 
the shift usually causes severe problems due to the spatial phase variation of the LCTV 
screen, and a phase conjugation technique has to be employed7-19.
In summary, we chose the LCTV as the real-time input device to realize colour 
image correlation because it is a colour spatial light modulator and is commercially 
available. Considering that most spatial light modulators are only monochrome
i l l
d ev ices, the co lou r L C T V  could  play an im portant role in co lou r signal processing. 
H o w ev er  the inhom ogeneity  in the transparent electrodes, in the liquid crystal 
m olecular distribution, and in the co lou r filters incorporated into the liquid crystal 
display brings about arbitrary phase variations in the input signal. W e overcom e this 
difficulty by adopting an incoherent optical system . A t this stage real-tim e colour  
im age holographic recording w as not used, but it can be realized by using a w hite laser 
as light source, and a com bination o f  photorefractive crystals, e .g . B S O  for green and 
blue signals, and B T O  for red signal, as the recording m edia.
7.3. Real-Time Intensity Correlation Using a Synthetic Discriminant 
Function Filter
B ecau se  o f  the poor contrast ratio and lim ited linear m odulation range o f  the 
C itizen T 5 3 0  L C T V , it w as used to  display only a binary input object. T o  m eet the 
requirem ents for displaying a m ore com plicated  signal, such as a synthetic discriminant 
function (S D F ), a better liquid crystal display is  required. R ecently, the E pson  liquid  
crystal display projector, w hich has a m uch better m odulation property7-20, has 
b ecom e com m ercially available. In this section  w e  further investigate the m odulation  
properties o f  the E pson  liquid crystal display, and then use it to display the synthetic  
discrim inant function in the real-tim e intensity correlator to realize m ulti-class object 
recognition.
7.3.1. Modulation Properties of the Epson Liquid Crystal Display
T he E pson liquid crystal display used is active-m atrix addressed, w ith  3 2 0 x 2 2 0  
pixel elem ents. T he sandw ich-like structure, i.e . the polarizer, the liquid crystal cell 
and the analyzer, o f  the original E pson  liquid crystal display is arranged such  that the 
polarization direction o f  the polarizer is parallel to the m olecular director on the 
incident surface o f  the liquid crystal cell, and the analyzer is  aligned so  that its 
polarization direction is parallel to that o f  the polarizer. This is  in fact a coupled  
am plitude and phase m odulation m ode, i.e . am plitude and phase both vary w ith  the 
drive signal.
F ig. 7 .7  sh ow s the cou p led  m odulation  effect. T he bright and dark horizontal lines 
on the right h a lf o f  the fie ld  o f  v iew  correspond to p ix e l values 2 55  and 0 , respectively. 
T he curved vertical interference fringes on the le ft half o f  the field  o f  v iew  w ere
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obtained with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, showing the effect of the coupled phase 
and amplitude modulation.
F ig . 7 .7 . T h e  c o u p le d  p h a se  a n d  a m p litu d e  m o d u la tio n  
c h a r a c te r is t ic s  o f  th e  E p so n  liq u id  c ry sta l  
d isp la y  in  n o r m a l o p e r a t io n  m o d e .
For coherent processing this coupled amplitude and phase modulation should be 
generally avoided (unless taken into account in the filter design), and so-called phase- 
mostly modulation and amplitude-mostly modulation modes have been developed7-21.
It is obvious that by removing the analyser in the original arrangement, the device 
performs phase-mostly modulation. The maximum phase shift between an "on" and 
an "off" pixel depends on the setting of the bias voltage (the brightness control). Fig.
7.8 provides the achievable phase shift of the Epson liquid crystal display versus video 
level with the bias voltage setting yielding the maximum phase shift7-20. It can be 
seen that the maximum phase shift is about 1.8771.
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Fig. 7.8. Plot of phase shift of the Epson liquid crystal 
display versus video level (ref. 7.20).
T he arrangem ent for the am plitude-m ostly m odulation is as fo llow s: the
polarization direction o f  the polarizer is perpendicular to the m olecular director on the 
incident surface o f  the liquid crystal cell, and the analyzer is  aligned parallel to the 
polarizer. This in fact displays the im age w ith contrast reversal. F ig. 7 .9  sh o w s the 
effect o f  the am plitude-m ostly m odulation. T he bright and dark horizontal lines on  
the right half n ow  correspond to p ixel values o f  0  and 2 5 5 , respectively . T he left half 
o f  F ig. 7 .9  w as obtained w ith  the M ach-Zehnder interferom eter, sh ow in g  the phase  
m odulation characteristics. It can be seen  that the vertical interference fringes are 
only sligh tly  distorted, im plying on ly  sm all phase m odulation.
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F ig . 7 .9 . T h e  m o d u la tio n  c h a r a c te r is t ic s  o f  th e  E p so n  
liq u id  c ry sta l d isp la y  in  a m p litu d e -m o stly  
m o d u la tio n  m o d e .
Fig. 7.10 presents the variations of the intensity transmittance as a function of pixel 
value when working in the amplitude-mostly modulation mode. Three curves were 
obtained with different "brightness" control, B, and "contrast" control, C settings on 
the projector front panel. For our purpose, the best curve is with the settings of 
B = 5an d C  = 10. It can be seen that the contrast ratio and the linear intensity 
modulation range of the device are poorer. For instance, the best curve has a linear 
relationship from grey level 45 to grey level 115 (70 grey levels of linear dynamic 
range) and the contrast ratio, defined as the ratio of the maximum intensity to the 
minimum intensity in the linear range, of 2:1.
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Fig. 7.10. The output intensity of the Epson liquid 
crystal display versus pixel value in the 
amplitude-mostly modulation mode.
A s a com parison, Fig. 7 .11  presents the m easurem ents made w ith  the E pson liquid  
crystal display operating in its normal m ode. T he b est curve n o w  corresponds to  
B =  5 and C =  6 .5 . The linear range is  from  grey level 60  to grey level 2 3 0  (170  grey  
leve ls  o f  linear dynam ic range) and the contrast ratio is  8:1. It is  n o t surprising that 
the contrast ratio presented here is m uch sm aller than that presented in reference 7 .2 0 .  
The definition o f  the contrast ratio used there is  the ratio o f  the intensity w ith a fully 
"on" drive p ixe l to that w ith  a fu lly  "off' drive p ixel.
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Fig. 7.11. The output intensity of the Epson liquid 
crystal display versus pixel value in the 
normal operation mode.
It is clear in com parison  o f  Fig. 7 .1 0  w ith  F ig. 7 .11  that the am plitude-m ostly  
m odulation m ode is  ach ieved  at the c o st  o f  a deterioration in the contrast ratio and the 
linear m odulation range o f  the device.
For incoherent p rocessing, it is only the intensity o f  the input im age that plays a 
role, and as such the cou p led  m odulation o f  am plitude and phase has no significance. 
Thus w e  can take the advantages o f  the high contrast ratio and large linear intensity  
m odulation range o f the E pson  liquid crystal d isp lay operating in its norm al m ode.
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7.3.2. The Synthetic Discriminant Function
T h e S D F  con cep t w as originally introduced by H ester and C asasent in the con tex t  
o f  coherent correlation7-22, and sin ce then a num ber o f  papers have been  published7-23- 
7-27. For a class o f  objects, the coherent S D F  is form ed from  a w eighted  linear 
com bination o f  the com p lex  am plitude distribution o f  these objects. On the other 
hand, the incoherent S D F  is form ed from  a w eighted  linear com bination o f  the 
in te n s ity  distribution o f  these objects. T he basic property o f  the S D F  is  that it 
p o ssesses  the sam e peak  response for any input w h ich  b elon gs to the class.
L et I2( x ,y ) ,  I2 ( x ,y ) ,  . . . ,  IN( x ,y )  denote the intensity distributions o f  a c la ss o f  
objects. The S D F  is a com p osite  function  s(x ,y ) such that the intensity correlation o f  
any o f  these objects w ith  the function has the sam e value at the origin:
1~N
s(x, y) = ^ aiIi(x,y)
i=l
s (x , y ) ® I j ( x ,y ) —  Cat origin
07-16)
a n )
w here a ,, i =  l, 2 , . . . ,  N , are the appropriate coefficien ts, and c  is a constant. T o  
calculate this function, w e  seek  a se t o f  orthogonal basis functions w hich are linear 
com binations o f  the intensity distributions o f  the objects:
® i ( x ,y )  =  £ b , I J.(x ,y )
j= l
a  is)
O i ( x ,y ) ® O j (x ,y ) | j 0 w h en  i  *  jatorig!n=| l  w h en  i  =  j a  19)
w here bj., i =  1, 2, . . . ,  N a n d j  = 1 , 2, . . . ,  N  are the coeffic ien ts w hich can be
calculated by the G ram -Schm idt expansion  approach7-28. The S D F  is n o w  expressed  
in term s o f  the basis functions:
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(7.20)
N
s(x,y) = X ci0 i(x>y)i=l
w here c { are the co effic ien ts  w hich  can be calculated, considering Eq. (7 .1 9 ), by:
Ci = s ( x ,y ) ® a > i ( x ,y ) |„ ori|!i, (7 .2 1 )
Eq. (7 .2 1 ) y ie ld s, using  Eqs. (7 .17 ) and (7 .18):
ci = 5 > i j ( x>y) (7.22)j=i
Substituting E qs. (7.18) and (7.22) into Eq. (7.20), the S D F  n ow  can be expressed  in 
terms o f  the original objects:
s(x,y) = X  X  X cbijbfcIt (x>y) (7.23)i=l j=l k=l
T he com puted  S D F  data are then fed  into the E pson liquid crystal display incorporated  
in the real-tim e intensity correlator to produce the optical reference signal.
7.3.3. Experiments
T o calculate the S D F  o f  a class o f  objects, a V A X station  3 2 0 0  com puter and ID L  
im age processin g  softw are w as used . T he c lass o f  objects com prises fiv e  English  
letters "A", "C", "E", "R" and "S", as show n in Fig. 7 .1 2 . Each im age con sists  o f  a 
2 5 6 x 2 5 6  p ix e l array.
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F ig . 7 .1 2 . A  c la ss o f  o b jec ts: f iv e  E n g lish  le tters .
By the procedure described in section 7.3.2, the SDF of the original objects was 
computed. Usually there are negative pixel values appearing in the SDF data. To 
overcome this difficulty, and to accommodate the linear intensity modulation range of 
a spatial light modulator e.g. the liquid crystal display in our case, an appropriate bias 
level Lj and a scaling factor L2 were used to modify the computed data:
s' (x, y) = Lj + L2s(x, y) (7.24)
where s’(x,y) is the modified SDF data. and L2 depend on the minimum and 
maximum pixel values in the original SDF data and the linear dynamic range of the
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spatial light modulator used. When the modified SDF is fed into an intensity 
correlator the output intensity at the origin will be:
lo u t  (0*0) = L 1j j  K  (x> y)dxdy + L2 JJ Im (x, y)s(x, y)dxdy (7.25)
where Iin(x,y) is the intensity distribution in the input object. The second term in 
equation (7.25) satisfies the SDF requirements. The first term, however, is signal 
energy dependent and does not satisfy the SDF requirements. Fortunately, by 
measuring the total input energy, it can be subtracted from the output intensity at the 
origin. We should emphasize that the strategy of using an appropriate bias level and a 
scaling factor cannot be applied to the coherent correlator. With coherent processing, 
the linear physical parameter in equation (7.24) should be the complex amplitude 
rather than the intensity, but the detectable physical parameter is only the intensity. 
With a coherent optical system, the negative pixel values in the SDF data and the 
accommodation of the SDF data to a real spatial light modulator can be overcome by 
other techniques, such as incorporating the phase and amplitude cross coupling in the 
filter-generation algorithms7-29.
The computed SDF for the five English letters, modified with a bias level and a 
scaling factor based on Eq. (7.24), is shown in Fig. 7.13. Obviously it is a six grey 
level image in this demonstration.
F ig. 7 .13 . T h e  co m p u ted  sy n th e tic  d isc r im in a n t fu n c tio n .
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T h e real-tim e intensity correlator using an E pson  liquid crystal display and B S O  
crystal is show n in Fig. 7 .1 4 . T h e system  is the sam e as Fig. 6 .4  ex cep t for the liquid  
crystal display and the third h alf-w ave plate w ere used  in the writing portion. After  
passing through the first h a lf-w ave plate, the argon laser beam  is split into tw o  by the 
polarizer cube. O ne beam  p asses through the second  half-w ave plate, w h ich  m akes  
the polarization direction o f  the beam  parallel to the m olecular director on the front 
surface o f  the liquid crystal cell. The E pson liquid crystal display operates in its 
norm al operation m ode. T he S D F  data acting as the reference signal are electronically  
fed  into the liquid crystal display. The third half-w ave plate m akes the polarization  
direction o f  the beam  em erging from  the liquid crystal display the sam e as that o f  the  
second  beam . L I form s the Fresnel transform o f  the object. T he second  beam  acts 
as the reference beam. T he object to be recogn ized  is at input 2. T h e system  
param eters are referred to F ig . 6 .4 .
Fig. 7.14. Experimental configuration for the real-time 
intensity correlator using BSO crystal and 
Epson liquid crystal display.
T he intensity im pulse resp on se o f  the optical system , w hen the S D F  data is  fed  to  
the liquid  crystal d isplay, is  g iven  by [refer to E q .(6 .26)]:
h ; (x ’ , y ’ ; x, y ) =  s’ (x' + x  +  f  s in £ 0, y' + y )  (7 .2 6 )
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Therefore when an input Iin(x ,y) is fed into the system as the input 2, the output 
intensity will be given by the intensity correlation of the input with the modified SDF:
I„»t ( x ' . y ' )  =  J J I» ( x < y)s' ( x ' + x  +  f  sin ^ o • y' + y )d x d y (7.27)
Fig. 7.15 presents the results of the intensity correlation obtained with the optical 
system of Fig. 7.14 when the input object belongs to the class, (a), (b), (c), (d) and 
(e) correspond to the input object of letter "A", "C", "E", "R" and "S", respectively. 
In these results we are more interested in the two dimensional distributions of the 
correlation patterns, which show how the optical correlator operates.
(a) Corresponding to the input of ” A”.
(b) Corresponding to the input of "C".
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(e) Corresponding to the input of "S".
Fig. 7.15. The experimental correlation results 
using synthetic discriminant function.
To show how the experiments are expected, Fig. 7.16 presents the computer 
simulation results, (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) correspond to the input object of letter 
"A", "C", "E", "R", and "S", respectively. It can be seen that the optical correlation 
results are quite satisfactory, in agreement with the computer simulation results.
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(b) Corresponding to the input of ”C".
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(d) Corresponding to the input of "R”.
(e) Corresponding to the input of "S".
Fig. 7.16. The computer simulation results using 
synthetic discriminant function.
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated real-time intensity correlation 
using an SDF filter. An Epson liquid crystal display operating in its normal mode was 
employed to display the SDF filter. It has been shown that the Epson liquid crystal 
display is more appropriate to the incoherent optical system, because the coupled 
amplitude and phase modulation in the normal operation mode has no influence in this
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case, and the advantages o f  h igh contrast ratio and large linear m odulation  range in this 
operation m od e can be realized.
T here are tw o  difficulties in displaying an S D F  filter w ith a spatial light m odulator: 
the n egative p ix e l va lu es in  the S D F  data and the accom m odation to the linear dynam ic 
range o f  the spatial light m odulator. W ith a coherent system  th ese  d ifficulties can be  
overcom e by incorporating the phase and am plitude cross coupling  in the filter- 
generation algorithm s. W ith an incoherent system  these d ifficu lties can be sim ply  
overcom e by using an appropriate bias level and a scaling factor to m odify the 
com puted  S D F  data.
T he shortcom ing o f  the w ider correlation peak  in the intensity correlator can be  
im proved by m eans o f  non-linear recording in a B S O  crystal as described in chapter 6 . 
In this case , the E pson  liquid crystal d isplay should be in the reading part to display an 
edge-enhanced  S D F  filter, and the input object should be in the w riting part. The  
input object used in this experim ent w as a transparency. B y  using a second  E pson  
liquid crystal d isp lay  in the optical system , real-tim e operation cou ld  be realised.
7.4. Further Research: The Application of The LCTV to a 
Quantized Amplitude-Compensated Matched Filter.
W e have adopted the photorefractive crystal B S O  as a real-tim e recording material 
to record an optically  addressed spatial filter. H ow ever, m ore effec tiv e  spatial filters 
can be designed  w ith a com puter, and an electronically addressed d ev ice  is required to  
record such a spatial filter in real tim e. T he L C T V  m eets the requirem ent o f  
electronic addressing, and has been used to d isp lay a m atched spatial filter and a phase- 
only filter7 -30’ 7 -31. A s further research w e  su g g est the use o f  the E pson liquid crystal 
display operating in the am plitude-m ostly m odulation m ode to realize a new  spatial 
filter, the quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter.
T he historical d evelopm ent o f  spatial filters are m ainly in tw o  aspects. T he first 
aspect is aim ed at sim plifying the filter structure to accom m odate a spatial light 
m odulator for real-tim e applications. T he main results are the p h ase-on ly  and binary 
phase-only  filters7 -32'7 -36, and the am plitude encoded  p h ase-on ly  filter7 -37. T he  
second  aspect is aim ed at im proving the filter perform ance such as discrim ination. 
T he main results are the optim al binary phase-only  filters7-3**, the optim al binary phase
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and am plitude filters7 -39, the ternary phase am plitude filter7-40'7 -42, and the am plitude- 
com pensated  m atched filter7-43’ 7-44.
T h e am plitude-com pensated m atched filter yields a discrim ination superior to that 
o f  the phase-on ly  filter and the m atched spatial filter. H ow ever  the filter function  is a 
com bination o f  the Fourier phase spectrum  w ith an approxim ately inverse Fourier 
am plitude spectrum , and cannot be im plem ented w ith  a single-param eter-m odulated  
(phase or am plitude) spatial light m odulator. T he quantized am plitude-com pensated  
m atched filter is  designed  to overcom e this d ifficu lty. T w o procedures are in volved  in 
the filter creation: first, translating the phase function o f  the am plitude-com pensated  
m atched filter into a tw o-b it am plitude; second , quantizing the am plitude function into  
several grey levels. Thus the n ew  spatial filter is  am plitude-m odulation only with  
discrete leve ls .
7.4.1 Performance Criteria of Spatial Filters
T o assess and ch o o se  a spatial filter for certain optical pattern recognition  tasks, 
suitable criteria o f  filter perform ance is required. T he first criterion is the 
discrim ination w hich determ ines the chance o f  an error in pattern recognition . Horner 
defined the discrim ination as the d ifference betw een  the absolute auto-correlation and 
cross-correlation  p eak  intensities. A w w a l7-45 defined it as the difference b etw een  the 
norm alized auto-correlation and cross-correlation peak  intensities:
A = N PI in autocorrelation - N P I in cross-correlationN P I in autocorrelation
(7.28)
w here A d en otes the discrim ination and N P I d en otes the norm alized peak  intensity. 
This definition is m ore attractive sin ce the norm alized peak  intensity m ore effectively  
represents the sharpness o f  the correlation peak.
T he second  criterion is the light efficiency o f  the spatial filter w hich w as first 
proposed  by Horner. H e defined it as the ratio o f  the total energy transferred to  
output p lane to the energy in the input object. Caulfield7-46 m odified  the definition by 
using on ly  the correlation peak intensity rather than the total energy:
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_  correlation peak  intensity (7 29 )
total energy in  input
This m odification is  reasonable because it is the correlation peak  intensity, rather than 
the total output intensity, that should be detectable. In the n oisy  circum stances the 
light effic ien cy  b ecom es m ore critical.
T he third criterion is the additive noise tolerance. It is usually assum ed that the  
input signal is noise-free w hereas in practice additive noise is inevitable. I f  the input 
noise reaches a certain level, the correlation peak  w ill be em bedded in the noise and 
the signal becom es undiscrim inated. Therefore an optical correlator has a certain  
additive noise tolerance depending on the nature o f  the spatial filter. W e define the 
additive n o ise  tolerance, , as:
_  input noise lev e l ( j
1 signal level
w here the input noise  level is that value that produces an output n o ise  level w hich is 
le ss  than 75  % o f  the correlation peak intensity.
7.4.2 Different Types of Spatial Filters
C onsider the optical correlator sh ow n  in Fig. 2 .2 . Its perform ance merits depend  
on the spatial filter used . T he m atched spatial filter takes the form  o f  the com plex  
conjugate o f  the Fourier spectrum  o f  a signal:
H m (p ,q )  =  |F (p ,q ) |ex p [-icp (p , q )] (7 .3 1 )
w here |F (p ,q ) | is the Fourier am plitude spectrum  and ex p [i(p (p ,q )l is  the Fourier 
phase spectrum . B ecau se  the energy transm ission o f  the filter is proportional to the  
p ow er spectrum  o f  the signal, the m atched spatial filter p o sse sse s  h ighest noise  
tolerance. H ow ever, its discrim ination and ligh t e ffic ien cy  are poor.
T he p hase-on ly  filter takes the form  o f  on ly  the phase factor in  Eq. (7 .31):
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H P(p ,q )  =  ex p [-iq > (p ,q )] (7.32)
O bviously  the filter function is  sim pler and can be realized w ith a phase-m odulated  
spatial light m odulator. T he phase-only filter operates w ithout energy absorption, 
therefore it p o ssesses the h igh est light efficiency. I f  an object f(x ,y ) is  fed  into the 
optical correlator, the com p lex  light distribution ju st behind the filter w ill be |F (p ,q ) |
com pared w ith |F (p ,q )|2 in the case o f  a m atched spatial filter. B oth  are a w avefront 
w hich  is  uniform in phase and varies in am plitude. It is the variation in the amplitude 
that cau ses a broader correlation peak in the output. B ecause that the variation o f  a 
function  is  sm oother than that o f  its quadratic, the phase-only filter y ields a sharper 
correlation peak w hich  is  related to a higher discrim ination.
A  binary phase-only filter is  obtained by a sine or a cosin e transform o f  the object. 
It takes the form , i f  using co sin e  transform:
+  1 w h e n c o s [0 (p ,q )  +  C (p ,q ) l> O
H bp = s (7.33)
- 1  w h en co s[cp (p ,q ) +  C (p ,q )J < 0
w here C (p,q) is a frequency carrier. The cosin e  transform filter introduces a 
correlation term  and a con vo lu tion  term in the output. T he correlation term is  located  
at the coordinates corresponding to the phase factor C (p,q), w hile the convolution  
term is located  at the coordinates corresponding to C (-p ,-q ). T he discrim ination and 
the light efficiency o f  the binary phase-only filter are low er  than that o f  the phase-only  
filter, since som e phase inform ation is  om itted, and an extra diffraction term is 
introduced. H ow ever, the filter function is  further sim plified and a binary phase- 
m odulated spatial light m odulator can be accom m odated.
T he am plitude-encoded p h ase-on ly  filter takes the form:
H A E ( M )  = ^ {1 + c°s[<P(P,q) + C(p,q)]} (7.34)
It is  an am plitude-only spatial filter. Com pared w ith  phase-only filter, a frequency  
carrier and a dc bias are introduced. The am plitude-encoded p h ase-on ly  filter
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produces three diffraction term s at the output: a correlation term at the position  
corresponding to C (p ,q ), a convolution  term at the position corresponding to C (-p ,-q ), 
and a dc bias term at the origin. T he correlation term has the sam e contour as that 
obtained w ith the phase-only filter. T herefore it p o ssesses the sam e discrim ination as 
the phase-only  filter. H o w ev er  the light efficiency sh o w s a big reduction due to tw o  
extra diffraction terms. O bviously , this filter is  appropriate to an am plitude-m odulated  
spatial light modulator.
The am plitude-encoded binary p hase-on ly  filter has the form:
T he filter on ly  has the am plitude values o f  0 and 1. T he im pulse response o f  this filter 
is  the sam e as that o f  the binary phase-only filter excep t for a delta function at the 
origin in output plane. T herefore the am plitude encoding procedure deteriorates the 
light efficiency alone. H ow ever  the filter function is very sim ple, and a binary 
am plitude-m odulated spatial light m odulator can be used.
T he am plitude-com pensated m atched filter is  a type o f  approxim ate inverse filter, 
w hich con sists o f  tw o different filtering functions. It takes the form  o f  a phase-only  
filter w here the m odulus o f  the Fourier am plitude spectrum  is  low er  than a threshold  
value, and takes the form  o f  an inverse filter w here the m odulus o f  the Fourier  
am plitude spectrum  is h igher than the threshold value:
w here F0 is  the threshold value. I f  an object o f  f(x ,y ) is fed into the optical correlator, 
the filtered w avefront w ill be not only uniform in phase but also w ith  reduced  
variations in am plitude, w hich  m akes the correlation peak m uch sharper. T his type o f  
filter is inherently energy absorptive, and the total signal energy transferred to the 
output plane is m uch lo w er  than that w ith  any other type o f  filters. Therefore the
(7 .3 5 )
H P(p ,q )  w h e n |F ( p ,q ) |< F 0
H Ac(P>q) = 1 17 (7 .3 6 )
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n oise  tolerance is poor. H ow ever , the correlation perform ance d oes n ot suffer 
seriously  because the absorption m ainly takes place at the region  o f  lo w  spatial 
frequency w hich  has le ss  energy contribution to the correlation peak7-47.
7.4.3. A New Quantized Amplitude-Compensated Matched Filter
A p p ly in g  the co n cep t o f  the Fourier am plitude com pensation  into the am plitude- 
en cod ed  binary phase-only  filter, w e  m ight create a n ew  spatial filter, the am plitude- 
com pensated  and am plitude-encoded binary phase-only  filter, w h ich  has the form:
H acbp(P ’Q) —*
^ aeb(P ’Q)
FoHAEB(p,q)/|F(p,q)|
w h e n |F (p ,q ) |< F 0
otherw ise
(7.37)
It takes the form  o f  the am plitude encod ed  binary phase-only filter w hen the Fourier 
am plitude is less than a threshold value F0, and it has an inverse Fourier amplitude 
absorptive factor otherw ise. This filter can  be realized by an am plitude-m odulated  
spatial light m odulator.
T o  further sim plify the filter function, the inverse Fourier am plitude spectrum  can  
be quantized into several d iscrete levels, i.e . the quantized am plitude-com pensated  
m atched filter. In this sim ulation w e  adopted fou r-level quantization:
^ qac (P»Q)
H aFB (p>fi)
FiHAEBfoqJ/Fj
FilWp.qVFg
0
w h e n |F (p ,q ) | <  Ft 
w h en  F: <  |F (p ,q ) | <  F2
w h en  F2 <  |F (p ,q ) | <  F3 
oth erw ise
(7.38)
w here , F2 and F3 are the threshold values w hich  w ere ch osen  by exam ining the 
histogram  o f  the Fourier am plitude spectrum  o f  the object. N o te  that (p ,q )  is an 
am plitude filter w ith  the values o f  0 and 1 , therefore the quantized am plitude- 
com pensated  m atched filter is  a fou r-grey-level am plitude filter.
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We verify the performance merits of the quantized amplitude-compensated matched 
filter by means of computer simulations. Two very similar English letters shown in 
Fig. 7.17 were created and used as the objects, each of 48 x  96 pixels. This is because 
we adopted a 256 x  256 pixel computation, and the correlation plane is two-fifths of 
the output plane. The restricted object size ensures that the correlation peak can be 
separated from the zero order diffraction. The letter "G" was used as the original 
object, from which different types of filters were created. The auto-correlation of the 
letter "G" and the cross-correlation of the letter "G" with the letter "C" were then 
computed, and the performance merits of different type of filters were compared.
Fig. 7.17. The objects used for computer simulation.
Letter "G" was used to form different type 
of spatial filters.
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W e com pared the perform ance m erits am ong the binary phase-only  filter (B P O F ), 
the am plitude encoded binary phase-on ly  filter (A E B P O F ), the am plitude-com pensated  
m atched filter (A C M F ), the am plitude-com pensated and am plitude-encoded binary 
phase-on ly  filter (A C A E B P O F ), and the quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched  
filter (Q A C M F ). T he threshold values w ere se lected  according to  the requirem ents o f  
discrim ination and light efficiency, and by checking the histogram  o f  the Fourier 
am plitude spectrum  o f  the object. For the am plitude-com pensated m atched filter and 
the am plitude-com pensated and am plitude-encoded binary p h ase-on ly  filter in this 
sim ulation, the threshold F0 is one-thirtieth o f  the m axim um  Fourier amplitude 
spectrum  o f  the object. T he thresholds o f  , F2 and F3 for the quantized am plitude- 
com pensated  m atched filter are one-thirtieth, one-tenth and one-third o f  the maximum  
Fourier am plitude spectrum  o f  the ob ject respectively .
T able 1 sh ow s the sim ulation results. C olum n 2 lists the type o f  the spatial filters. 
C olum n 3 -8  list the total output energy (T O E ), the absolute peak  correlation intensity  
(A P C I), the norm alized peak correlation intensity (N P C I), the ligh t efficiency r \K , the 
discrim ination A , and the noise tolerance a t respectively. T he total output energy  
and the absolute peak correlation intensity w ere norm alized by setting the absolute 
peak correlation intensity in row  4  as one. T he norm alized peak  correlation intensity, 
w hich represents the sharpness o f  the correlation peak, w ere obtained by dividing the 
absolute peak correlation intensity by the total energy in the correlation plane (part o f  
the output plane) and then sca lin g  it to 0 -2 5 5  levels.
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Table 7.1. Computer Simulation Results with Different Spatial Filters
Row niter TOE APCI NPCI v %> A(%)
1 BPOF 336.9 7.29 11.7 2.06 174 1.2
2 AEBPOF 184.8 1.82 11.3 0.52 17.1 1.2
3 ACAEBPOF 21.5 1.14 544 0.32 25.7 1.0
4 QACMF 16.2 1.00 61.2 0.28 25.7 1.0
5 ACMF 42.9 11.16 66.4 3.16 26.6 1.5
Key: BPOF: binary phase-only filter; AEBPOF: amplitude encoded binary
phase-only filter; ACAEBPOF: amplitude-compensated and amplitude- 
encoded binary phase-only filter; QACMF: quantized amplitude- 
compensated matched filter; ACMF: amplitude-compensated matched 
filter.
T he com parison o f  the perform ance o f  the am plitude encod ed  binary phase-only  
filter (row  2) w ith  binary phase-only  filter (row  1 ) sh ow s the effects  o f  the am plitude 
encoding  procedure o f  the phase. The total output energy in row  2 drops by 45  % 
from  that in row  1, w hile  the absolute peak correlation intensity drops by 75  % . This 
is caused by the additional zero diffraction as w ell as the filter absorption. H ow ever, 
the norm alized peak correlation intensity on ly  changes slightly, w hich  indicates that the 
sharpness o f  the correlation peak is  preserved. A lso  the light efficiency drops from
2 .0 6  % to 0 .5 2  %  w h ile  the discrim ination k eep s the sam e value.
T he com parison o f  the perform ance o f  the am plitude-com pensated and am plitude- 
encoded binary p h ase-on ly  filter (row 3) w ith  the am plitude encod ed  binary phase-only  
filter (row  2) sh ow s the effects o f  the am plitude com pensation  procedure. T he  
absolute peak correlation intensity in row  3 drops by 37 % from  that in row  2. 
C onsidering the lo ss  in the total output energy, w hich drops by 88 %, the lo ss  in the 
absolute peak correlation intensity is  n ot serious. The norm alized peak correlation  
intensity, on the other hand, increases by 381 %, w hich is  a significant im provem ent. 
A lso  the discrim ination increases from  17.1 % to 25 .7  %, w hile  the light efficiency  
drops from  0 .5 2  % to 0 .3 2  % and the n o ise  tolerance drops slightly .
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T he com parison o f  the perform ance o f  the quantized am plitude-com pensated  
m atched filter (row  4 ) w ith  the am plitude-com pensated and am plitude-encoded binary 
phase-only filter (row  3) sh ow s the e ffec ts  o f  the am plitude quantization procedure. 
W e note that the filter perform ance has no noticeable deterioration. T he light 
efficiency only drops from  0 .3 2  % in ro w  3 to 0 .28  % in row  4 , and the discrim ination  
and the n o ise  tolerance m aintain the sam e values.
In a com parison o f  the quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter (row  4) 
w ith the am plitude-com pensated m atched filter (row  5), w e  can see  that there is  a 
bigger drop in the total output energy and the absolute peak correlation intensity from  
row  5 to row  4. T h ese  are caused  by the am plitude encod ing procedure as w ell as the 
binarization procedure. H ow ever  the norm alized peak  correlation intensity drops 
slightly. A lso , the discrim ination is preserved, w ith  the quantized am plitude- 
com pensated  m atched filter, but the ligh t efficiency and the noise tolerance deteriorate. 
A s a rem edy to the poor light effic ien cy , a better output detector w ith  higher 
sensitiv ity  should be used.
In sum m ary, the n ew  quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter, is 
characterized as discrete-am plitude m odulation only, and an am plitude-m odulated  
spatial light m odulator could  be used . C om pared w ith the am plitude-com pensated  
m atched filter, w hich cannot be realized w ith  a single-param eter m odulated spatial 
light m odulator, the discrim ination is preserved. Com pared w ith  the perform ance o f  
the am plitude en cod ed  binary phase-only filter, the im provem ent in the discrim ination  
is very attractive. Therefore the quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter 
w ould  be a reasonable choice for both g o o d  perform ance m erits and real-tim e  
realization.
7.4.4 Application of The Epson Liquid Crystal Display to The Quantized 
Amplitude-Compensated Matched Filter
A s w e have seen  in section  7 .3  that the E pson liquid crystal display can perform  
am plitude-m ostly m odulation w ith contrast reversal. F ig. 7 .1 0  presented the intensity  
m odulation characteristics in this operation m ode, w hich sh ow s that the contrast ratio  
is  poor in the linear m odulation range. H ow ever, for the discrete four-level am plitude 
m odulation, w e  can alw ays set the p ixels w hich  g ive  the m axim um  and the minimum  
outputs o f  the liquid crystal display as the h ighest and the lo w est transm ittances in the
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filtering function, and se t the p ixels w hich g iv es the outputs corresponding to another  
tw o  transm ittances in the filtering function, w ithout consideration o f  the linear 
m odulation range. In this w ay the E pson liquid crystal display, even  i f  w orking in the 
am plitude-m ostly m odulation m ode, can provide a higher contrast ratio for displaying  
the quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter.
F ig . 7 .1 8  sh o w s a possib le coherent optical correlator w hich  u ses the E p son  liquid  
crystal display to generate a quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter. It is 
essen tia lly  the 4 - f  optical correlation system .
h — f— Hr— f — H r— f— ■ +■ — f ---- i
Fig. 7.18. An optical correlator using Epson liquid crystal 
display to generate a quantized amplitude- 
compensated matched filter.
In F ig. 7 .1 8 , L I and L 2 are the transform  len ses. A n  E pson liquid crystal display is 
placed at the back foca l plane o f  L I acting as a spatial light m odulator, and a C C D  
detector is p laced  at the back foca l plane o f  L 2 acting as an output receiver. The  
com puted  quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter data are electronically  fed  
into the E pson  liquid crystal display, operating in the am plitude-m ostly m odulation  
m od e, resulting in corresponding transm ittances. L I form s the Fourier transform o f  
the input onto  the liquid crystal display, and L2 form s the inverse Fourier transform o f  
the filtered com p lex  light field onto  the C C D  detector. T he correlation output is then  
fed  into a m onitor w here the input object can be recogn ized  by a suitable threshold  
setting o f  the d evice.
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7.5 Conclusions
W e have dem onstrated that co lou r im age recogn ition  can be realized by using a 
norm al co lou r L C T V  as the real-tim e input d evice  in an intensity correlator. I f  a 
photorefractive crystal or a com bination o f  crystals and a w hite-light laser are used in 
the system , real-tim e colour im age holographic recording can also be rea lized 7-48.
M u lti-c lass object recogn ition  can be achieved  by using a synthetic discrim inant 
function filter displayed on an E pson  liquid crystal display in the real-tim e intensity  
correlator. This is, to our k n ow led ge, the first optical realization o f  the synthetic  
discrim inant function. W e have sh ow n  a specific  application o f  the real-tim e intensity  
correlation using B S O  and liquid crystal display. T he established optical system  has 
im m ediate applications to optical neural netw orks.
T he prop osed  quantized am plitude-com pensated m atched filter p o ssesses  g o o d  
discrim ination and can be im plem ented w ith  an E pson  liquid crystal display operating  
at its am plitude-m ostly m odulation m ode. This is  an interesting research top ic in 
optical pattern recognition .
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Chapter 8. Conclusions
W e have experim entally investigated the nonlinear effects o f  a m oving  grating at 
large fringe m odulations, i.e. the nonlinear dependence o f  the enhancem ent o f  the  
diffraction efficiency  and the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  on the fringe m odulation. The  
experim ents provide, in certain circum stances, an insight into the grating form ation.
W e have applied optical bias to m oving  gratings to control the holographic  
recordings. It has been show n that a suitable optical bias n ot only relaxes the 
influence o f  the nonlinear dependence o f  the optim um  fringe ve loc ity  on the fringe 
m odulation, but also enhances the diffraction efficiency, w hich is an unexpected  
phenom enon.
T o  overcom e the inherent drawback o f  p oor discrim ination in the intensity 
correlation, w e  have realized real-tim e intensity ed ge  enhancem ent by nonlinear 
holographic recording in B S O  and applied this technique to real-tim e intensity  
correlation. The resulting im provem ent in  discrim ination is  quite encouraging.
T he m ovin g  grating technique has a lso  been  applied to real-tim e intensity  
correlation. It has been show n that the random  fluctuations in the diffraction  
efficiency caused  by transient energy transfer are considerably suppressed , w hich  is 
significant for the threshold setting o f  the correlator, and the sign a l-to -n o ise  ratio o f  
the output is enhanced, im portant in a n o isy  en v iron m en t
W e have also achieved  colour object recogn ition  by using a com m ercially available  
liquid crystal telev ision  as the real-tim e input d evice in an intensity correlator. In this 
research, real-tim e holographic recording using the coloured  object w as n o t adopted. 
H ow ever, it can be achieved  by using com p osite  photorefractive crystals, e .g . B S O  for 
the green and blue primary colours and B T O  for red, and a w hite laser in the optical 
system .
M ulti-class optical pattern recogn ition  has been realized using a  synthetic  
discriminant function filter im plem ented w ith  an E pson  liquid crystal display in the  
real-tim e intensity correlator. The problem s in displaying the synthetic discrim inant 
function filter, the negative p ixel values in the com puted  data and the accom m odation
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to the linear dynam ic range o f  the liquid crystal television , have been so lv ed  by 
adopting an appropriate bias level and a scaling factor in the com puted  synthetic  
discrim inant function data. This is  the first realization o f a synthetic discriminant 
function filter in an optical system . Experim ental results are in g o o d  agreem ent w ith  
com puter sim ulations.
W e have designed  a n ew  type o f  spatial filter, the quantized am plitude- 
com pensated  m atched filter. It is  an am plitude-only filter w ith  several d iscrete grey  
levels, and so  it accom m odates an E pson  liquid crystal telev ision  operating on the  
am plitude-m ostly m odulation m ode. It is  also characterized by high discrim ination in 
optical pattern recogn ition . T herefore it w ou ld  be a reasonable ch o ice  for both g o o d  
perform ance and real-tim e realization.
L astly, w e  have dem onstrated the advantages o f  the intensity correlator using the  
Fresnel transform: these include the absence o f  coherent n o ise , relaxed requirem ents 
on the alignm ent accuracy, and accom m odation  to spatial light m odulators suffering  
from  significant phase variations. It a lso  plays an im portant role in an optical system  
w hich u ses a laser d iode array. A s the structure o f  the laser d iode array becom es  
m ore and m ore practical, it w ill b ecom e very attractive in im age processing . The  
ideas o f  the real-tim e intensity correlator cou ld  be applied to optical neural netw orks, 
w here the advantages described in this thesis m ay im prove the perform ance m erits o f  
ex istin g  optical neural netw ork system s.
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